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A Rocker's Rumblings

knows somebody who knew the Krays.
And mentioning Al "Dr. Rock" Hardcastle, with the
revelation that Bill Millar gave him his drape, does
Al remember when I was working for the London
Evening News, (1959+)? I obtained two jackets
from a work colleague. I kept the black
"salt’n'pepper finger tipped garment and Al had
the blue version. I later learned from Sideburns
Andy that mine was known as the James Dean
jacket, a style which Jimmy wore in a film. There
is a photo of myself so clad, with the Sandford cat,
Sideburns and others posing outside London's
Scene Club in Ham Court in the mid '60s
discussing the pop art merits of a Wanda Jackson
sleeve.

by Ken ‘Stingray’ Major
Page 3, issue 29/30. Little Richard at the Maton
Hall, Waltham Cross, Herts? Are you sure? I
thought it was the Imperial Hall. That same night
we met with the shy retiring Paul "SunCat"
Sandford clutching photos from the recent Jerry
Lee "Rock Across The Channel" excursion. It was
on that sailing that I met Colin and Val Earle, paid
up Jerry Lee Fan Club members. Colin was
learning to play piano and I often ventured over to
Hurley on Thames to see Colin's progress. A little
later on Colin’s piano work was quite significant in
providing a huge hit for the Mungo Jerry Band with
"In The Summertime." I do possess some fine
photos which Colin took on the Royal Daffodil of
Jerry and the Outlaws which I doubt even Chas
Hodges of "Chas & Dave has seen.

Having mentioned Andy "Sideburns" Christamou a
couple of times, you will be interested to know that
it was Andy who lobbied with great success for the
Johnny Ray documentary which was shown on TV
some months ago (and very interesting it was too
– H). I will be soon discussing this further with
Andy, the results of which will be published herein.
And mentioning the Scene Club, it is possible that
the President of Finbarr Intl, James F. Cullinan,
may contribute his memories of those awesome
days to TFTW (unless somebody else beats him
to the copy-desk!).

Anyway back to the Waltham Cross gig. Little
Dick, as Keith will remember, wore a white tie that
night which he threw out to the audience. Both
Paul and I caught it and neither would surrender
until somebody slashed it in half with a blade (I
could have said "cut it with a pair of scissors", but
not remembering quite what the implement was
and having just read another of Neil Foster's
excellent nostalgic articles, this one on Teddy
Boys, I invoke some poetic licence here). Which
reminds me, does the "Leslie Welch" of TFTW
remember the flick-knife amnesty of 1959, and did
he surrender his switch-blade?

Big Bopper Jr. Townhouse,
Enfield.
Just prior to the show, Darren and myself had
been listening to the Art Adams Collectors CD as
reviewed by Hardrock Bunter in issue 29/30.
Brian, you and me need to talk, this CD is
absolutely awful; in fact it's so bad it's great, like
the worst B movie ever. Many tracks are so bad it
actually promoted much glee, so much so that
when hitting track 23, the awful "Woman Love,"
we totally cracked up - "Woman Love Hic Hic"
(what say you Mr. Ed?)

Chatting recently to Al Hardcastle's old mate, the
Tommy McClain look-alike, Breathless Danny
Coffey, I mentioned that my first employment
boss, Bernard Giardelli, was a Vicky Boy. These
were the pre-Ted dandies, early '50s Sloanies and
it was they who the London working class Teds
originally emulated. I don't think the Vicky's
strayed outside of Chelsea. Danny was quite
astonished that somebody actually remembered
this peacock crew, does anybody else have
recollections? Bernard by the way was one of the
organisers who ran the Mile End Road boys
boxing club frequented by the teenage Kray twins,
thus confirming the myth that everyone in London

I later played "Whole Lotta Shakin" from the same
CD; absolutely hilarious. Seriously, this CD
amongst others should have a Health Warning. It
is obviously for completists, researchers and
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biographers and not for your average rockabilly
fan looking for more than the three good rockers
to bop to. I look forward with much anticipation to
seeing Art at the next Hemsby and perhaps Tony
W. can kindly get Art to autograph this copy of
TFTW for me?? Your turn to queue Tony.

charisma or stage presentation, and singing in the
wrong key totally screwed up “Running Bear” and
A.N.Other. We should have demanded a refund.
Jesus, I can sing “Running Bear” and so can my
cat, dog and canary, why on earth did he not stop
the band as any professional would have done?

Anyway, my mood, much elevated by Art, was
again further lifted having discovered I had a ticket
which gave a discounted admission to the
Townhouse. Tony P, Keith and Shaky Lee had
already arrived from such far off remote villages
as Bromley, Battersea and Stratford and their
parochial dialects turned quite a few heads! Tony
was quite fascinated by the disco lights and that
jiving had reached Enfield.

If Neil Foster had expanded on his Ted's article
we would have read what response this sham
would have received from a '50s Teds audience,
instead the dancers danced on, and we politely
clapped all four or so numbers in this miniscule
set. Tony's review gives the detail to the point that
the MC response to "Do we want more?" was
greeted with virtual silence. I shouted out "We
want Art" and some wag behind me said "This
ain't the effing Tate mate" He didn’t get the joke.
At least I got to bed at a reasonable time, but then
I do live near a "remote venue".
Ken Major

So with everybody in good humour we waited for
the great son of the great man to appear, and we
waited and we grew older, and Keith lost more
hair until his hat slid clear over his eyes and
perched precariously on the tip of his nose. Finally
a portly gentleman appeared to my right clutching
a telephone handset, obviously a clear hater of
mobile phones, and I can sympathise. During Mr.
Junior's mighty 25 minutes set our moods shifted
into bottom gear, and Tony's review in issue 29/30
explains why.









'Tales From The Web'
Still in the wars, Fatbellypeat has fallen off his bike
but is typing away, improving the 'Tales From The
Woods' website. If you wanna take a look, the
web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

Just to summarise, what a load of nothing; I am
ashamed that the guys had to safari over to my
home town to see this non-event. With little
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passing day.
Born Eldred Peck on La Jolla, California on April
th
5 1916 the son of a chemist, his parents
divorced when he was five. He was brought up by
his movie-buff grandmother, which meant the
young Peck was attending a local cinema once a
week throughout his childhood. Although he
planned to become a doctor and studied medicine
at the university of California at Berkeley, he was
far more interested in the theatre. By the time he
reached the age of 23 in 1939, just prior to
graduation, with a letter of introduction and $160
he left for New York. Enrolled at the
Neighbourhood Playhouse he was taught
movement by Martha Graham who, he insisted,
gave him the back injury which kept him out of
uniform during the Second World War, which of
th
course contradicted the 20 Century Fox story
that claimed it was caused by a rowing injury.
Peck was heard to quote on a British radio
interview several years ago, “In Hollywood they
didn’t think a dance class was macho enough I
guess. You know, I’ve been trying to straighten
out that story for years.”

Artistic director of Cinema
Queen Anne, Weith Koods,
has requested that 'Tales
From The Woods' raises a
glass to American film actor
Gregory Peck who died on the
th
12 June, aged 87.
Peck was possessed with a
wide acting range that allowed him to play roles as
diverse as Captain Horatio Hornblower in the
1951 movie of the same name through to general
Douglas MacArthur in ‘MacArthur’ (1977); from
the Nazi Josef Mengele in ‘The Boys from Brazil’
(1978) to novelist F Scott Fitzgerald in ‘Beloved
Infidel’ (1959); and of course his masterpiece, ‘To
Kill a Mockingbird’ (1962) that finally won him an
Oscar, after being nominated five times before, for
his portrayal of Atticus Finch, the white lawyer who
defends a southern black man on a rape charge.
The film came at a time when equal rights were
still far from accepted in the southern states and
Peck always said (by all
accounts) that he was proud
to have played such a part
although throughout his life
he always stressed that his
roles on screen were just
parts he played and did not
compare with the true heroics
of such men as Dr Martin
Luther King, whom he
admired so much.

Peck made his Broadway
debut as a young doctor in
Emlyn Williams’ war-time
drama ‘The Morning Star’
(1942)
with
Gladys
Cooper. A New York
Times critic described his
role in the production –
‘Peck
plays
with
considerable skill, avoiding
in his acting the romantic
tosh of the writing’. A year
later he was in Hollywood making his film debut
playing a Russian partisan in ‘Days of Glory’; a
performance, it is said, he preferred to forget. For
his second film, ‘The Keys of the Kingdom’, he
was nominated for an Oscar. Based on A J
Cronin’s novel, it gave Peck the chance to exude
righteousness as a simple Catholic priest in
China. In ‘The Valley of Decision’ (1945) he was
the scion of a mine-owning family who brings the
family name into disrepute by marrying beneath
himself, namely the maid played by Greer Garson,
and the stern but loving father in ‘The Yearling’
(1946).

When there was talk, earlier in the year, of the
Oscars being postponed because of the war in
Iraq there were many references to a previous
cancellation in 1968 following the assassination of
Dr King. Peck, the then President of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts who announced the
postponement, said that it was, “The only
appropriate gesture of respect” and made it clear
that a film awards ceremony paled beside such a
tragic event. Unlike so many American liberals of
a younger age who chose to exile themselves in
Europe with the advent of the present Washington
administration Peck had neither the will nor
physical capability to uproot himself at such an
advanced age although it is said that he became
increasingly despondent and depressed with each

‘Gentleman's Agreement’ (1947) would, in effect,
be the birth of the archetypal Peck role as a
journalist posing as a Jew to investigate American
anti-Semitism. In the opinion of Cinema Queen
Anne he is particularly good when his repressed
anger surfaces at a hotel where there are
apparently no rooms available. The same year
would see Peck, in collaboration with Dorothy
McGuire and Mel Ferrer, found the La Jolla
Playhouse where he appeared in Patrick
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Hamilton’s thriller ‘Angel Street’, Elliott Nugent’s
‘The Male Animal’ and finally Moss Hart’s ‘Light
Up The Sky’ before his film schedule became
increasingly demanding.

The Yearling (1946)
Duel in the Sun (1946)
The Macomber Affair (1947)
Gentleman's Agreement (1947)
The Paradine Case (1947)
Yellow Sky (1948)
The Great Sinner (1949)
Twelve O'Clock High (1949)
The Gunfighter (1950)
David and Bathsheba (1951)
Only the Valiant (1951)
Captain Horatio Hornblower R.N. (1951)
The Snows of Kilimanjaro (1952)
The World in His Arms (1952)
The Million Pound Note (1953)
Roman Holiday (1953)
Night People (1954)
The Purple Plain (1954)
Boum sur Paris (1954)
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (1956)
Moby Dick (1956)
Designing Woman (1957)
The Bravados (1958)
The Big Country (1958)
Pork Chop Hill (1959)
Beloved Infidel (1959)
On the Beach (1959)
The Guns of Navarone (1961)
To Kill a Mockingbird (1962)
Cape Fear (1962)
How the West Was Won (1962)
Captain Newman, M.D. (1963)
Behold a Pale Horse (1964)
Mirage (1965)
Arabesque (1966)
The Stalking Moon (1969)
Mackenna's Gold (1969)
The Chairman (1969)
Marooned (1969)
I Walk the Line (1970)
Shoot Out (1971)
Billy Two Hats (1973)
The Omen (1976)
MacArthur (1977)
The Boys from Brazil (1978)
The Sea Wolves (1980)
Amazing Grace and Chuck (1987)
Old Gringo (1989)
Other People's Money (1991)
Cape Fear (1991)

As the forties gave way to the fifties, he appeared
in two Hemingway adaptations, ‘The Macomber
Affair’ and ‘The Snows of Kilimanjaro’ in which he
had his pick of both Ava Gardner and Susan
Hayward, playing opposite Hayward again in
‘David and Bathsheba’ (1951), cast because the
director thought he had a biblical face. In westerns
the dour integrity showed itself best. Unshaven
and tough in ‘Yellow Sky’ (1948), a mannered
dude attempting to adapt to life in the wild west in
‘The Big Country’ (1958) and in ‘The Bravados’
(1958) obsessively pursuing
the men who raped and killed
his wife.
For many of us out there in
'Tales From The Woods'land, young children in the
fifties, it would be his
portrayal of Captain Ahab in
‘Moby Dick’ (1956) that would
introduce Gregory Peck to
our young consciousness. As well as the
aforementioned ‘Macarthur’ he played military
brass in ‘Pork Chop Hill’ (1959), ‘The Guns of
Navarone’ (1961) and ‘The Sea Wolves’ (1980).
During the sixties he appeared in a couple of
Hitchcockian thrillers; ‘Mirage’ (1965) and
‘Arabesque’ (1966). He adapted surprisingly well
to the new Hollywood during the seventies in the
darkly atmospheric ‘The Omen’ (1976) as the
father of the demon. 1972 would see him
producing Phillip Berrigans’s play about the
prosecution of a group of Vietnam protestors for
civil disobedience ‘The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine’. In the eighties Peck moved into television
with the mini-series ‘The Blue and the Gray’ in
which he played Abraham Lincoln. Come 1995 he
started touring in a show of film clips and
reminiscences, question and answer sessions
from the audience, which would keep him
occupied for the best part of the next seven years.
Survived by his second wife, the French journalist
Veronique Passani whom he married in 1955,
their son and daughter and by the younger of two
sons from a previous marriage, the eldest
Jonathan having killed himself with a shotgun in
1975.









Before the month of June was out, we here at the
editorial board were again contacted by Weith
Koods, artistic director of Cinema Queen Anne, to
mark the passing of yet another true screen
legend. I speak of course of the great Katharine
Hepburn who died at Old Saybrook, Connecticut
th
on June 19 , aged 96.

Peck’s Movieography
Days of Glory (1944)
The Keys of the Kingdom (1944)
The Valley of Decision (1945)
Spellbound (1945)
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Very much a recluse in her twilight years, although
she made infrequent excursions to a family home
at Old Saybrook where she died, for the most part
she lived in a sprawling New York brownstone
house that she had bought way back in the 1930s.
In recent years, by all accounts, there was
considerable discord with her nearest neighbour,
the composer Stephen Sondheim, whose late
night piano playing irritated her. After he had
written one song late at night, suggested by some
to be ‘You Could Drive A Person Crazy’ although
somewhat more likely, as suggested by Cinema
Queen Anne, to have been ‘The Ladies Who
Lunch’, Sondheim looked out of his window to see
her glaring malevolently back at him. The
composer went out the next day and bought an
electric piano with headphones.

missionary brother has died and who gradually
conceives a tendresse for the gin soaked river
trader played by Humphrey Bogart. Made totally
on location in Africa, everyone suffered from
either malaria or diarrhoea. Everyone that is,
except for the director John Houston and Bogart,
neither of whom drank any water. Hepburn took a
dim view of their nightly binges and, like her
character in the film, found consolation in the
Bible. The formula was repeated twenty years
later; ‘Rooster Cogburn’ (1975) brought her
together with John Wayne – not as successful
commercially but in the opinion of the editorial
board a near equal artistically.
th

Born Katharine Houghton Hepburn on May 12
1907 at Hartford, Connecticut, the second of six
children, her father was a successful
urologist
who
courted
social
ostracism by publicising the dangers
of venereal disease and her mother
set herself way beyond the pale for
the time by campaigning for
women’s rights. An intensely
competitive family, her father
insisted that all the children became
athletes.
Her
childhood
was
dedicated to swimming, riding, golf
and tennis; a regime which, in her
own words, made her “very strong
and utterly fearless”. Not so though,
for her brother Tommy; when
Katharine was 13 she found him
hanging from the rafters in the attic.

Androgynous, high cheek boned, in
her hey day certainly beautiful in a
tomboyish way, with total disregard
for the conventions of Hollywood,
she refused to wear make up or
uncomfortable clothes and, along
with Great Garbo, she set the
fashion for women to wear trousers.
The great love of her life was
Spencer Tracy with whom she
conducted a thirty-year affair; Tracy
being Catholic would not divorce his
wife. Together they made some fine
movies including the brilliant ‘Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner’ (1967) for
which she won one of her five
Oscars. Tracy and Hepburn played
a determinedly liberal couple whose principles
begin to slip when their daughter (played by
Hepburn’s niece Katharine Houghton) announces
she is engaged to a black man played by Sidney
Poitier. Directed by Stanley Kramer, between
them they injected exchanges with a depth of
emotion rarely seen in mainstream cinema, for
Hepburn was only too aware that Spencer Tracy
was dying – he died ten days after filming ended.

Her education was, at first, entrusted to private
tutors before attending the Hartford School for
Girls performing, by all accounts, academically
dismally. When she finally moved on to study
drama at the austere Bryn Mawr College she
failed to distinguish herself. Despite this upon
graduation she immediately found work with a
Baltimore repertory company and, by the end of
1928, she had succeeded in pulling enough
strings to land herself a role as a rich schoolgirl in
‘These Days’, a play which took her to Broadway.
Soon she had married a well-heeled socialite,
Ludlow Ogden Smith, and around this period of
time she acquired both the reputation and the
nickname of Katharine of Arrogance, as she found
herself fired from several shows for arguing with
the director. To further her career she denied she
was married. Come 1934 that would be for real
when they split up.

The following year, 1968, she won another Oscar
for her performance opposite the British stage and
screen legend Peter O’Toole in ‘The Lion in
Winter’. Very late in her career another Oscar was
forthcoming for ‘On Golden Pond’ (1981); almost
fifty years previously she had won her first Oscar
for only her third film, playing a tomboy who
longed to be a star in ‘Morning Glory’ (1933).
Cinema Queen Anne, though, would argue that
her greatest performance came in David Lean’s
‘Summer Madness’ (1955) playing a lonely
American spinster who finds love in Venice. A
personal favourite, well it’s got to be, as the
devouring mother in the film version of Tennessee
Williams’ ‘Suddenly, Last Summer’ (1959).
Another, ‘The African Queen’ (1951) for which she
won her second Oscar as a prissy spinster whose

Her breakthrough came when she played an
Amazon in ‘The Warrior’s Husband’ on Broadway.
The role required her to enter by leaping down a
flight of stairs whilst carrying a large stag on her
shoulders. Seen by an R.K.O. talent scout, it
meant that soon she was on her way to
Hollywood. However, her outspoken ways meant,
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Oscar winning ‘On Golden Pond’ (1981) she
would have gone out on a high. Sadly, she
insisted on going on to make the disastrous
‘Grace Quigley’ (1984) starring opposite Nick
Nolte in a sorry tale of an old woman so sold on
euthanasia that she hires a hit man to murder her.
She would return to the television screen twice
more before the end of the decade in ‘Mrs
Delafield Wants To Marry’ (1986) and ‘Penthouse
Paradise’ (1989).

in effect, she was no more popular with directors
and crew in Hollywood than she had been on
Broadway. George Cukor gave her a part opposite
John Barrymore in ‘A Bill of Divorcement’ (1932).
Cukor, against the odds, became a close friend
and showed her the difference between stage and
film acting. The training soon bore fruit for, in only
her third film, the aforementioned ‘Morning Glory’,
she won an Oscar. Over the next few years she
was barely off cameras, by far the best role being
the part of Phoebe in a version of J M Barrie’s
‘Quality Street’ (1937),
before seeing out the
thirties with a string of
highly
successful
comedies. ‘Stage Door’
(1937) starring alongside
Ginger Rogers, as the
scatter brained heiress in
Howard
Hawkes’
‘Bringing
Up
Baby’
(1938) in which she
played opposite Cary
Grant, and working with
both George Cukor and Cary Grant in ‘Holiday’
(1938).

Hepburn’s Movieography
A Bill of Divorcement (1932)
Christopher Strong (1933)
Morning Glory (1933)
Little Women (1933)
Spitfire (1934)
The Little Minister (1934)
Break of Hearts (1935)
Alice Adams (1935)
Sylvia Scarlett (1935)
Mary of Scotland (1936)
A Woman Rebels (1936)
Quality Street (1937)
Stage Door (1937)
Bringing Up Baby (1938)
Holiday (1938)
The Philadelphia Story (1940)
Woman of the Year (1942)
Keeper of the Flame (1942)
Dragon Seed (1944)
Without Love (1945)
Undercurrent (1946)
The Sea of Grass (1947)
Song of Love (1947)
State of the Union (1948)
Adam's Rib (1949)
The African Queen (1951)
Pat and Mike (1952)
Summer Madness (1955)
The Rainmaker (1956)
The Iron Petticoat (1956)
Desk Set (1957)
Suddenly, Last Summer (1959)
Long Day's Journey Into Night (1962)
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner (1967)
The Lion in Winter (1968)
Madwoman of Chaillot (1969)
The Trojan Women (1971)
A Delicate Balance (1973)
Rooster Cogburn (1975)
Olly, Olly, Oxen Free (1978)
On Golden Pond (1981)
Grace Quigley (1984)
Love Affair (1994)

Her name was put forward for the part of
Scarlett O’Hara in ‘Gone With The Wind’
but her sex appeal was considered
insufficient. She returned to the stage in a
part that was specially written for her,
‘The Philadelphia Story’ which became a
huge hit. On the advice of Howard
Hughes, who by now was her lover, she
bought the rights and would soon appear
in a film version alongside Cary Grant and
James Stewart.
1942 would see the first of several films she made
with Spencer Tracy, ‘Woman of the Year’. Alas,
for the remainder of the decade the films she
made without Tracy were, for the most part,
forgettable until hitting paydirt with ‘The African
Queen’ in 1951. The 1950s would see her
performing on stage to huge acclaim, playing
Rosalind in ‘As You Like It’, playing both on
Broadway and in London, and as Epifania in
George Bernard Shaw’s ‘The Millionairess’. She
toured Australia with the Old Vic Company in both
‘The Merchant of Venice’ and ‘Much Ado About
Nothing’ before taking ‘The Taming of the Shrew’
and ‘Measure for Measure’ on a world tour,
returning to Shakespeare again at the birth of the
sixties to perform as Viola in ‘Twelfth Night’ in her
home state of Connecticut.



In her sixties, Hepburn turned to television,
playing in ‘The Glass Menagerie’ alongside Sir
Laurence Olivier and later in an adaptation of ‘The
Corn Is Green’. It has been suggested that if her
film career had ended with the aforementioned
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by Al green’s band including the guitarist Mabon
‘Teenie’ Hodges. These and two further titles were
issued on the ‘River Town Blues’ album of 1971.
The next we would hear from Lucky (at least
outside of Memphis) would be his appearance at
the 1993 Burnley Blues Festival by which time he
had another album on the market, again on the Hi
label, ‘River Town Blues Plus’, 1991. In his twilight
years he was kept pretty busy playing European
gigs as well as stateside.

'Tales From The
Woods' raises a
glass
(a
little
belatedly) to the
bluesman Big Lucky
Carter who died on
th
24 December 2002
aged 82.
We here at the
editorial board were
lucky enough to catch the big man from Memphis
in action a couple of times in recent years; the first
and by far the best was at the Utrecht Blues
Estafette in Holland. Putting on a sterling
performance in sympathetic surroundings (i.e. the
small hall) with a polished and sympathetic
accompaniment, pleasing appreciative and
sympathetic ears. I knew literally nothing about
the man but, despite stiff competition from the
main hall, I chose to stick around and stay with the
man throughout his entire set. I was impressed by
a number he did which tackled the subject of
AIDS - unusual subject matter for the blues to say
the least.









Finally, 'Tales From The Woods'
raises a glass and says farewell
to the British stage and screen
actress Belle Chrystall who
th
died on June 7 aged 93.
Back in issue 28, yours truly wrote a piece on the
island of St Kilda, the most remote of all islands in
the United Kingdom. During the course of the
article I made mention of a film that was made
some seven years after the actual events,
concerning the painful emotional experience of
evacuation, leaving their island home of St Kilda,
never to return. The film ‘Edge Of the World’
(1937), starred leading man John Laurie playing
opposite the grand lady to whom we are paying
tribute, Belle Chrystall.

The second time was a few years later at that
“Hell in the Wall” in Kingly Street, W1. (Look, I’m
not going into a tirade about that place yet again
except to say I could not hear, I could not see and
Big Lucky was all but ignored by its atypical
clientele.) Lucky suffered a massive pulmonary
haemorrhage as he was getting into his car before
he was about to do some final Christmas
shopping. (Many thanks to Juke Blues magazine
for providing the above information.)

th

Born in Fleetwood, Lancashire on 25 April 1910
she was educated at a convent in Preston before
attending Cheltenham Ladies College. She briefly
studied law at Kings College, London before
applying for a place, much to her parent’s
displeasure, at the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts (RADA). \Making her stage debut at the age
of 18 in ‘Crime’ (1928), within two years she had
her first screen role in the Michael Balcon
production ‘A Warm Corner’ (1930). Based on a
Feydeau farce and directed by Victor Saville, it
was the first talkie for comedian Leslie Henson.
The film also featured, in a small role, the future
star Merle Oberon.

Born Levester Carter sometime during the course
of 1920 in Weir, Mississippi as a child he played
spirituals on his grandmother's piano, not taking
up the guitar until he was serving in the Pacific
during World war II. Once back on civvy street he
got what work he could in Memphis where he had
now made his home, mostly sitting in with local
bands. Then in 1949 he joined a band which
included the pianist Ford Nelson. The following
year he linked up with his cousin, the saxophonist
Ed Kirby who worked under the stage name of
Prince Gabe. Within a short while the outfit would
change its name to “The Rhythmaires”.

Balcon and Saville were so impressed with Belle
Chrystall’s performance that she was given a
leading role in ‘Hindle Awakes’ (1931), the third of
four screen versions of Stanley Houghton’s play
and, in the opinion of Weith Koods, Artistic
director of Cinema Queen Anne, by far the best.
Belle played the part of a strong-minded mill girl
who has an illicit weekend with her father’s
employer but, after being found out, refuses to
marry him.

In January 1957 they recorded a session for Sun
records under his cousin’s real name, most of
which did not see the light of day until the 1970s.
Lucky stayed with the band for around eight years
although he continued to record with his cousin for
Savoy and Westside amongst others throughout
the entire 1960s. The same period would see
Carter leading his own bands. In 1969 he cut two
singles for Willie Mitchell's M.O.C. label, one of
which, ‘Goofer Dust’, is regarded as his principal
achievement. On these tracks he was backed up

In ‘Hobson’s Choice’ (1931) she played Vicky, one
of three daughters of a despotic bootmaker. The
following year came ‘The Frightened Lady’ based
on an Edgar Wallace play, ‘The Case of the
Frightened Lady’. The Frightened Lady in question
7

“John Laurie and I tramped over the hills together
and talked of Belle Chrystall who had refused to
join us preferring to leave her 1937 image the way
it was”.

was, of course, Belle, an aristocratic and, not
surprisingly, reluctant house guest at a manor
where people keep being strangled. She was
back with the team of Balcon and Saville for
‘Friday the Thirteenth’ (1933), depicting 24 hours
in the lives of a disparate group of people who are
all destined to be passengers in a bus that
crashes. In the early fifties there was a spoof take
on this film entitled ‘The Runaway Bus’ starring a
then top radio comedian, Frankie Howard, and a
young Petula Clark.

That’s all this month folks. See you on page 44 for
the Buzz.

Keith Woods








In ‘The Scotland Yard Mystery’ (1933), she was
the fiancée of a doctor suspected of being
involved in a scheme to defraud insurance
companies by injecting policy holders with a life
suspending serum that disguised their imminent
death. If this all sounds familiar to the more senior
'Tales From The Woods' subscribers across the
pond, in the United States the film was called ‘The
Living Dead’.
Over the next few years Belle’s career was
drifting, appearing in a few pretty undistinguished
movies including ‘Youthful Folly’ and ‘The Girl in
the Flat’ (both 1934) and the dismally weak
romantic drama ‘Key To Harmony’ (1935) until the
aforementioned
Michael
Powell directed masterpiece
‘Edge of the World’ put her
back on track. The following
year (1938) she starred
opposite the then very
popular
crooner
Arthur
Tracy, known as “The Street
Singer”, in ‘Follow Your
Star’.

Tony Papard has sent us a flyer based on
the “desertion” from the U.S. Military of
conscientious objector Stephen Funk. He is a
Marine Corps reservist who spoke out
against the invasion of Iraq and is now being
charged with desertion. Briefly, he was born
in Seattle, attended college in Los Angeles
but moved to the Bay Area in the hope of
attending U.C. Berkeley. Having been an
activist since high school, at 19 he was
somewhat directionless on leaving school
and was persuaded to join the military. At
boot camp he realised that he had made a
mistake but it was too late to change his
destiny, or so he was being trained to think.
Then his unit was called to support the attack
on Iraq. He avoided reporting for duty, all the
time communicating with his command to
explain
why,
and
completing
his
conscientious objector paperwork.

Many film buffs would argue that her next film,
‘Poison Pen’ (1939) was her penultimate piece of
work in which she was a wife wrongly suspected
of having a lover. The great Robert Newton played
her husband, provoked to homicide by the lies of
anonymous letters. ‘Yellow Sands’ (1939) is a film
about a charming old lady, played by Marie
Tempest, who devises her will to best benefit her
friends in a small Cornish village.
Over the next few years, along with Gladys
Young, Grizelda Cooper and Marjorie Westbury
she became a stalwart on BBC radio’s ‘Saturday
Night Theatre’. During the immediate post war
years she appeared on posters throughout the
U.K. as the face of Lux soap. Soon she was to
announce her retirement to concentrate on raising
a family.

After six weeks, he held a press conference
outside his base and reported for duty where
he was formally charged. Initially, the military
said his discharge would be handled quickly
and fairly but, since the media attention has
lapsed, have decided that he deserves to be
convicted and faces two years imprisonment.
Stephen, who acknowledged in his
application for discharge that he is gay, says

In 1978 Michael Powell made a documentary
‘Return to the Edge of the World’ which framed
the original footage with a newly filmed record of a
poignant reunion of cast and crew. Powell
remarked in a radio interview a short while later,
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but it was cool and grey when we sat down in
Rufus Thomas Park to await the evening’s first
performance.

that, despite some harassment on the base,
he has received much positive feedback,
some from enlisted colleagues. He also feels
that he is being punished for practising his
First Amendment rights to dissuade others
from becoming conscientious objectors. To
organise his defence, he needs about
$10,000 and asks for like-minded folk to
support him.
Cheques in support should be sent to
The Stephen Funk Legal Defense Fund
1230 Market Street #111, San Francisco, CA
94102







Vaneese & Carla Thomas in Rufus Thomas Park
© Paul Harris

Eyes began to watch the ever-darkening sky and
soon the first spots of rain began to make an
unwelcome appearance.
As they began to
multiply, stagehands protected equipment and
speakers with waterproof covers. Shortly after
came the announcement from Graziano Uliani,
(promoter, organiser and godfather of the event),
that signs were not good but the situation would
be reviewed in half an hour. Before long it was
obvious that performances would not take place
and, for the first time in sixteen years, an
evening’s music was cancelled.



JAZZ JUNCTION
Porretta Soul Festival – 4 to 6 July 2003
For those who elected to arrive on the Thursday,
th
the 16 edition of the Porretta Soul Festival
commenced with a screening of Only The Strong
Survive. This film documentary, directed by D A
Pennebaker and his wife Chris Hegedus, and
premiered at the 2002 Cannes Film Festival, was
a look at those stars from the halcyon days of soul
who were still performing today. It was made up
of short interviews with some of the artistes and
excerpts of live performance.

With artistes booked and arriving, a meeting was
held by the organisers, resulting in the acts
scheduled for the Friday being split to appear on
the next two nights. An earlier start on both nights
was mooted to avoid truncation but in the end
there was no music before 8.30 pm on either
night.
Charles Walker
© Paul Harris

The film was both relaxed and at times riveting;
like when Sam Moore described his drug dealing
days. It also combined moments of love and
humour; Rufus Thomas deejaying with Jay
Johnson on Radio WDIA in Memphis.
RT (with that familiar twinkle in his eye): ‘I’m a
self-made man you know. A self-made man.’
JJ (deadpan, after a short pause):
‘Who
interrupted you? (Outburst of laughter from both).
But I guess that the most
enjoyable bits were the
snatches
of
live
performance. Amongst the
pick were the rich voice of
Carla Thomas, the deep
soul of Sam Moore, and my favourite, Jerry Butler,
whose singing was just as good as ever and
whose song epitomised the story and gave the
film its title.

Saturday was a beautiful day and Charles
Walker, originally the headliner, started off
proceedings with Mo’ Indigo and The Walker
Horns. As at the Spitz the previous month, the
band was excellent, though the sound desk could
have upped the horns a mite. Talking of the
horns, saxophone player Dave Sherrington
apparently backed Solomon Burke in the 60s as
one of the Stormsville Shakers. He also backed

Friday started off cool and fresh but by midday
ominous grey clouds were beginning to blanket
the sky of this part of Emilio Romagna. The
sound of thunder presaged the downpour that
occurred in the late afternoon. Sunshine returned
9

Larry Williams, appearing on two LPs on Sue and
Decca in 1963 under the surname of Sheridan.

admitted he had been learning the words.
Whilst the band had worked hard to support him,
there were only two songs from his album and
there were those who have yet to be won over. It
is early days, of course, but having seen him
perform twice I still like him. His voice sounded
better than before, the horns provided a different
flavour, and his stage performance was
overwhelming in the face of some Italian reserve.

The set was a showcase of the I’m Available /
Leavin’ This Old Town (Black Magic / Cannonball
Records) and Number By Heart (Zane Records)
albums. Charles, dressed in a white suit and
black shirt, sang superbly and varied the tempo
and rhythms to good effect. You Got The Walk
was a nicely judged opener and Snake Juice was
a groove number with Charles taking short, neat
dancing steps across the stage. But he was at his
most soulful on Make It Rain and Your Time To
Cry, the Joe Simon song made her own by Bettye
Lavette as Your Turn To Cry. The audience really
took to him and the encore of Higher And Higher
had them on their feet raising their arms to the sky
in line with the words.

Vaneese Thomas
© Paul Harris

Taking over for the rest of the evening was The
Memphis All Star R&B Band under the
leadership of Bobby Manuel (guitar) and
comprising Marvell Thomas (piano), Paul Taylor
(Hammond organ), Jimmy Kinnard (Bass), Steve
Potts (drums), Jim Spake (saxophones), Scott
Thompson (trumpet), and Jackie Thomas
(trombone). After the emcee, Rick Hutton, led a
surreal Porretta chant to a tape of the late Rufus
Thomas, the band warmed up with an
instrumental dedicated to the festival’s spiritual
inspiration.

The last time Vaneese Thomas appeared at
Porretta was in 1995 when she was probably
afforded no more than three songs. This time she
got two, which was a shame as she is a classy
vocalist. The first number, Memphis Train, was a
tribute to her father and the second, A Woman’s
Love, from her Talk Me Down 2001 album was
originally recorded by her sister, Carla, who joined
her on stage for a stunning duet version.

Jackie Johnson
© Paul Harris

Ellis Hooks
© Paul Harris

Then Ellis Hooks bounded on to the stage in
jeans and tee shirt with decorations to ear and
belt, presumably signifying his Cherokee origins.
He tore into Your Love Is Too Strong, dancing
continually and unsuccessfully trying to get young
ladies to join him on stage. This was followed by
the first of two Sam Cooke numbers, That’s
Where It’s At, and Undeniable where it looked like
the stage would not be able to contain him as he
bounced across it, occasionally dropping to his
knees only to spring right back up again as if on a
trampoline. A blues number gave some respite to
this energy fireball but his last song, Twisting The
Night Away, had the audience up on their feet
dancing with him. The encore was another tribute
to Rufus Thomas, Walking The Dog, to which Ellis

Jackie Johnson’s first visits to Porretta were as a
backing vocalist but in recent years she has
stepped forward to earn herself a considerable
solo reputation. She has an outstanding gospel
voice which was heard to great advantage on the
starting number Revive Us Again. But if she does
have a challenge it is in song selection. Mable
John’s You’re Taking Up Another Man’s Place
didn’t seem to work and do we really need more
Respect? However she was back to her best on
A Change Is Gonna Come. And It Should’ve
Been Me was a cracking finale which would have
given Gladys Knight a run for her money.
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extremely popular.

Carla Thomas
© Paul Harris

Actually it was getting on
for midnight when The
Soul’s Alive Orchestra,
immaculately dressed in
evening suits, started the
first of their warm-up
tunes.
While this was
going on, commotion was
occurring behind them as
the festival’s massive
Curtis Mayfield
© Paul Harris
headliner made his way
slowly behind the stage.
Suggestions that he now needed a wheelchair
gave rise to serious concern that he would not be
able to make it up the steep incline to the stage
area let alone climb on to it. The crane being
used on a nearby building site looked a likely
option in spite of its distance away.

The final artiste of the evening (just - it was 11.30
when she came on stage), Carla Thomas,
benefited from the backing vocals of Jackie
Johnson, Dana Garrett and Marloe Garrett.
Although she first started recording over forty
years ago, her voice still retains its girlish charm.
Lovey Dovey and Let Me Be Good To You were
delightful but Little red Rooster and What The
World Needs Now did not inspire. However B-AB-Y was right on the money and a long version of
Gee Whiz, with its yearning innocence, was a
perfect ending. Nevertheless, an encore was
demanded and tribute was paid to another
Memphian, Ann Peebles, with I Can’t Stand the
Rain.

Solomon Burke
© Paul Harris

However, still invisible because of the numbers
surrounding him, he eventually arrived on stage
with everyone wanting to shake his hand or help
him, as instruments and chairs were cleared from
his path at the last minute. Finally he stopped,
started to sing, threw his cape off and Solomon
Burke stood before us supported by only a
walking stick. We had been applauding all the
time since he had stepped on stage but there was
still an intake of breath as he did this.

Michael Allen
Bobby Johnson
© Paul Harris

Sunday started with two short sets (twenty
minutes each) by Michael Allen and Bobby
Johnson.
Confirming the virtue of brevity,
Michael Allen was more enjoyable than last year.
And Bobby Johnson worked his socks off,
although I don’t think he is the sort to wear any.
Michael Allen’s encore, a nice funky groove
number, was the best of this aperitif.

Some more slow short steps and he sat down on
his Italian throne. As he started Down In The
Valley he also started to hand out red flowers to
the ladies in the audience. ‘We’re gonna rock
Italy tonight’ he announced before cherrypicking
Diamond In Your Mind from the Don’t Give Up On
Me album and continuing with Cry To Me.

Next it was the return of the ‘end of term’
celebration with Jackie Johnson, Ellis Hooks
and Carla Thomas getting a shorter slot than the
night before. This only served to remind what a
success it was last year when the programme
dispensed with this cosmetic confectionary. Apart
from the shortened sets, the only noticeable
difference was that Ellis Hooks appeared to be
gaining greater rapport with the audience. He
even had Rick Hutton dancing on stage like a
demented John Cleese in best Basil Fawlty
fashion to Walking The Dog. All four artistes
returned for a farewell Midnight Hour that was

‘Tonight’s performance is dedicated to Rufus
Thomas and Barry White’ he said before setting
off into If You Need Me which he brought up-todate – ‘Don’t you wait too long to pick up your
cellphone’. The medley continued with further
classics; Tonight’s The Night, Since I Met You
Baby, He’ll Have To Go, Got To Get You Off My
Mind, Havin’ A Party, and Amen, with his son
mopping his head with a towel from time to time
and more flowers being distributed.
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Another choice from his latest CD was the Brian
Wilson penned Soul Searchin’. A girl sashayed
across the stage in front of him. ‘Wow!’ he
reacted. He then paid tribute to Soul Clan
members Joe Tex, Don Covay, Ben E King and
Otis Redding. This medley included Dock Of The
Bay, Spanish Harlem, Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa (Sad
Song), and Stand By Me.
When he stood up to sing Georgia, a little boy at
the front walked off with his popcorn. ‘No let him
have it. He’s the man’ he said as his mother tried
to return it to the boy.

Presentation to Carla, Marvell & Vaneese Thomas
© Paul Harris

His son, Selassie, took time out from browmopping to sing Mona Lisa followed by daughter
Candy whose performance of I Will Survive only
succeeded in giving nepotism a bad name.
Solomon set out on another medley of Beautiful
Brown Eyes, Just Out Of Reach, It’s Just A Matter
Of Time and A Change Is Gonna Come. He
followed this up by inviting people to dance on
stage for an up tempo medley Long Tall Sally,
Tutti Frutti and Sea Cruise and the stage became
a dance-floor.

© Paul Harris

Then the strangest event of the whole show
occurred.
Solomon invited Lara Sampo?
(somebody he had met when he first came to
Italy), to take a bow and start the next song. No
problem. She started but she did not stop. The
song, which did not appear to have much melody,
was a sort of Italian equivalent of ‘chanson’ and
was sung moving around the stage by a badly
overacting Lotte Lenya lookalike.









The expression of amazement on Solomon’s face
seemed to be saying ‘Why did I invite her? When
will the song end?’ But she carried on undaunted,
the dramatic posing seeming ever more bizarre.
Eventually she stopped – to an ovation of relief.
Solomon picked
up the pace once
more with Proud
Mary
and
Somebody
To
Love
before
slowly
exiting
stage right with all
kinds of dancing
and
mayhem
continuing behind him. His voice had been
magnificent and in spite of my prejudice towards
medleys, no-one sings medleys like Solomon
Burke. The band led by Sam Mayfield (guitar) had
been wonderful, especially Rudy Copeland on
Hammond organ. And the members of the band
appeared to enjoy the performance just as much
as the audience.
© Paul Harris

Press Conference with Charles Walker, Peter
Thompson & Ellis Hooks © Paul Harris
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The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board would like to point out that, contrary to evidence to
the opposite, no coercion was used in the compilation of this month’s Mr Angry column.
(Now shut up and get on with next month’s diatribe against the bus companies!!)
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Martyn Harvey extends a special invite
to his friends and readers from TFTW
and looks forward to them attending this
special event. Please let Martyn know if
you decide to attend either on 01424
751767 or email
martyn.w.harvey@btopenworld.com.

You are invited to Martyn’s
60th/retirement do
AT ROBERTSBRIDGE
VILLAGE HALL
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 14th 2003
FROM 2.30 UNTIL 6.30
FEATURING TOP INTERNATIONAL
BLUES/ROCK ACT

TWO
TIMERS
Ex Dr Feelgood Gordon Russell and
2002 best UK female vocalist from
Blues in Britain Poll Sarah James.
They have had guest spots with The
Corrs, John Mayall, Taj Mahal, Status
Quo, Joe Satriani and the Stranglers.

MUSIC AND SURPRISE
ENTERTAINMENT
THROUGHOUT THE
AFTERNOON

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

BUFFET SUPPLIED BUT PLEASE
BRING YOUR OWN DRINKS AND
GLASS.
THE OSTRICH HOTEL IS NEXT DOOR
WHERE DRINKS CAN BE
PURCHASED.
2 MINS FROM RAILWAY STATION
WITH REGULAR CONNECTIONS TO
LONDON AND HASTINGS.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

THE VENUE IS CLOSE TO THE A21
NORTH OF HASTINGS AND ABOUT
40 MINS FROM THE M25.

RSVP: 01424 751767
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and Hank's versions), ‘Wild One’, ‘Great Balls Of
Fire’, ‘Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On', ‘Down The
Line’, ‘Mona Lisa’, ‘High School Confidentia’l, ‘Sea
Cruise’, ‘Tutti Frutti’, ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’, ‘Little
Queenie’, ‘Roll Over Beethoven’, ‘I'm A
Steamroller Baby’, ‘Blue Moon of Kentucky’, ‘Blue
Suede Shoes’, ‘I'm On Fire’, ‘Boogie Woogie
Country Man’ (Terry's own version: 'I'm your
Boogie Woogie Country Man from Southend-onSea'), ‘What'd I Say’, ‘Mean Woman Blues’.

Terry & The Wild Ones, 100 Club,
Sunday July 20th
Having heard good reports of this Southendbased group from Tony Wilkinson and others, I
met up with Shaky Lee Wilkinson, Brian 'The
Rocker' Jessup and Brian 'Hardrock' Bunter.
Sadly the event was rather poorly attended, but
this did mean we had a table up by the stage in
front of the piano. The place gradually started
filling up a bit, but sadly was never even half full.

His sampler CD from his upcoming album 'The
Wild One' includes 'Workin' Man Blues' with the
words changed to fit an 18-year old (who would
hardly have 9 kids and a wife) to: 'Terry Lee's
been making trouble nearly all his life', plus
'Anyway You Want Me' and Frankie Ford's 'Sea
Cruise'.

I arrived early as Terry was on stage setting up. In
the nearly empty club of course he spotted my
garish Jerry Lee Lewis t-shirt immediately and
made some remark about having to get it right
with Jerry Lee fans present. He chatted about his
forthcoming visit to the Jerry Lee Lewis Birthday
Convention (!) at the ranch, and of course I had to
warn him it might not happen exactly as
advertised but reassured him Jerry would be
playing in Memphis that weekend. Apparently
Terry and his group are booked to appear on
stage at the Convention, so we can only wait and
see what happens. He asked me about my visit to
last September's event, and then gave me a free
'sampler' CD from his forthcoming album (he gave
away more samplers in the interval). He said he
often confuses the lyrics of 'Mona Lisa' with
'Mexicali Rose' as they are so similar, but I said
not to worry as Jerry sometimes does the same,
making a medley of the two numbers.

As Brian 'Hardrock' said to me - it's good to know
Rock’n’Roll is in good hands for the next
generation. Quite a few teenagers in the audience
too, which is encouraging.
Tony Papard









The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett

Terry and his band are a four-piece outfit
consisting
of
18-year
old
Terry
on
vocals/keyboard, a bass guitarist about the same
age, and an older lead guitarist and drummer.
From the opening number, 'Wild One', it was
obvious we were seeing and hearing a great new
confident talent in the field of Rock’n’Roll/boogie
piano. Terry does all the old Jerry Lee acrobatics
(or as many as it is possible to perform on an
electronic keyboard without it collapsing) with his
own variations.

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Although Terry performs in Jerry Lee style from a
wide-ranging repertoire of The Killer's songs, he
has his own style. None of the songs were just a
carbon copy of Jerry's versions. I didn't write down
the chronological song list from Terry's two sets,
but they included some quite unusual Jerry Lee
numbers. Not in any particular order, numbers
performed included: ‘Workin' Man Blues’, ‘I Don't
Want To Be Lonely Tonite’, ‘You're The Only Star
In My Blue Heaven’ (sung slow, very good),
‘Anyway You Want Me’, ‘Drinkin' Wine Spo-DeeO-Dee’, ‘C. C. Rider’ (great bluesy vocal, guitar
and piano), ‘No Headstone On My Grave’
(slow/fast similar to Jerry's version - a real
highlight), ‘End Of The Road’, ‘You Win Again’
(great, but seemed to be different words to Jerry

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com
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Musslewhite who, in my view, is one of the top
harp players. I also saw Otis Taylor do an acoustic
set on this stage, which was very good indeed.
Then it was back to the Crossroads stage to see
the Chick Willis review show which had started, so
I missed the opening act but the second act up
was Tommy Brown who performed a very good
short set of songs which included his vocal
version of "Honky Tonk" and "Weepin' & Cryin'",
during which he kept falling over the stage and
even managed to fall off the stage; luckily he
didn't hurt himself.

FESTIVAL 2003
The Chicago Blues Festival celebrated its 20th
birthday this year. The festival was Willie Dixon's
idea and has grown to become the largest free
Blues Festival in the world. The festival started on
29th May until the 1st June and was held on five
stages, four through the day and the main Petrillo
Shell Stage in the evening.
The opening day, Thursday 29th May, was a bit of
a low-key affair, but these are the days I prefer as
it doesn't get too crowded. Sharon Lewis was the
first person I saw on the Crossroads stage,
Sharon, who hails from Dallas, performed a good
set, which included a good version of "Fever". I
also liked her version of "Don't Lie to Me". After
Sharon's enjoyable set I wandered over to the
Best Buy stage to see Jazz guitarist Dave
Spector who played some excellent soulful jazz.
Over on the Front Porch stage were three
legendary elder statesmen, Henry Townsend,
Homesick James and Honeyboy Edwards.
Henry Townsend did about four songs before
Homesick James managed three, then Honeyboy
Edwards took over and held everybody's attention
with some excellent country Blues.

Chick Willis

Chick Willis came on next and he was stunning,
he jumped off stage during his set and went walk
about, much to the delight of the audience. Chick
even sang "I Can't Stop Loving You" and I liked
his version of "I Want a Big Fat Woman". It's a pity
that Chick wasn't on the Petrillo stage where he
belonged, as his performance was one of the best
over the weekend.

Little Ed & The Blues Imperials were on the
Crossroads stage and showcased songs from
their recent album. The first main act on the
Petrillo Stage was Big Time Sarah & the BTS
Express and I have to say she was disappointing.
Otis Taylor was up next; this was the first time I
have seen Otis and I have to say he was the
person who most impressed me on the opening
day. Otis is a storyteller and his songs are full of
despair and racism and sexism and the songs are
engaging. Otis's band featured electric cellist Ben
Sollee, Eddie Turner on guitar whilst producer and
bass player Kenny Passarelli made up the band.
Cassie Taylor, Otis's daughter, helped out on
backing vocals.

The Petrillo Shell was calling, quite simply
because one of Chicago's finest club bands were
on, Willie Kent & The Kool Gents. Willie and his
band gave a faultless performance. Bonnie Lee
also joined Willie on stage and she did a lovely
version of "Need Your Love So Bad". Charlie
Musslewhite was next and just as Charlie started
the heavens opened up and we had a rainstorm
that lasted for a couple of hours. I managed to
watch most of Charlie's wonderful set but due to
being soaked through to the skin, I called it a night
and therefore missed the headliner of the night,
Otis Rush. Otis, by all accounts, was good but his
vocals were way down in the mix. There were only
a couple of hundred people left at the end of his
set as the thunder roared and lightning lit up the
night sky.

The Electric Mudcats were next and they were a
recreation of the band that played on Muddy
Waters’ Electric Mud album. The band featured
five of the original band; Gene Barge, Phil
Upchurch, Pete Cosey, Louis Satterfield and
drummer Morris Jennings, with a couple of new
members, notably Public Enemy's Chuck D. The
whole thing clicked on a few numbers but overall it
was a disappointment.
Friday 30th May was a busier day; Gloria
Thompson-Rodgers was the first artist I saw and
she did a good version of "Proud Mary" and I liked
her version of "Girls Night Out". It was time to
move to the Juke Joint stage to see Honeyboy
Edwards perform a good set with Charlie

Easy Baby
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plenty of blues through her career. Bonnie did do
a New Orleans medley that I liked, but the
highlight of her set was the great Mavis Staples
coming on doing "Will The Circle Be Unbroken".

Saturday 31st May. First act up today was Cookie
McGhee and Phil Guy on the Front Porch stage.
Phil Guy tended to dominate which was a pity as I
like Cookie's tough Texas blues, but nevertheless
it was a fairly good set. Next up was a bit of Easy
Baby & Eddie Taylor, on the Juke Joint stage. I
was very impressed by Eddie's guitar playing as it
is very mature, despite his young age. I also saw
a bit of Cookie McGhee & Phil Guy doing an
acoustic set on Juke Joint stage, which was better
than the earlier electric set.

Campbell Brothers
Sunday 1st June, the Campbell Brothers were
the first act up on the Front Porch stage, giving
the audience a taste of sacred steel, as the gospel
group whipped up the atmosphere with their brand
of gospel drenched songs accompanied with their
steel guitars. It was a perfect start to the day, to
hear "Train In The Morning" at full pelt. I saw
about 15 minutes of Drink Small on the Juke
Joint stage and then it was back to the Front
Porch stage to see Mose Allison, who did a great
version of "Seventh Son".

Destini and Johnny Rawls

The person I was most looking forward to seeing
was Johnny Rawls and his daughter Destini who
were on the Crossroads Stage. Johnny started the
set off well by asking if anybody knew Curtis
Mayfield to which he got a resounding yes. Johnny
then did a superb version of the Impressions song
"It's Alright". The Chicago theme was kept up as
Destini then did a stunning version of "I'll Take
You There". Destini also did a very good version
of "When Something Is Wrong With My Baby".
Johnny also did the Sam Cooke song "Shake"; I
have to say Johnny was nothing short of brilliant.

Jimmy Johnson

It was a race over to the Petrillo Stage to catch
half of Jimmy Johnson's set, which was very
good.
Next up was Chicago's 20th Anniversary Salute
featuring Billy Branch, Carl Weathersby, Melvin
Taylor, Butch Dixon, Barrelhouse Chuck,
Mathew Skoller, Shirli Dixon, and Shirley King.
These are some of Chicago's finest current club
performers, who each did a couple of numbers.
Koko Taylor even performed her "Wang Dang
Doodle", for which she got a standing ovation. The
weather was freezing and was extremely cold as
Bonnie Raitt came on stage with the excellent
Jon Cleary on keyboards. Bonnie did her rock act,
which was a pity considering that she has done

The best performance of the festival was next,
and it may surprise some people but Willie
Clayton shone like a bright star as he effortlessly
did a spine tingling acapella version of Sam
Cooke's "A Change Gonna Come". He sang
"Simply Beautiful" which was exactly what it was;
"I Wish He Didn't Trust Me So Much" was a dream
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and "Ooh Baby Baby" was wonderful. I have seen
Willie a few times, but this was the best I've ever
seen him; he was magnificent.

the landlady's sister arrived to help out. My mother
and grandparents didn't take to Edie at all; she
was vulgar and always coming out with coarse
comments such as: 'D'you like a bit of the uvver,
Mrs?' When not talking about 'a bit of the uvver',
Edie would discuss the latest books she was
reading: 'Ooh, Mrs, d'ya like good litrature? I'm
reading this luvverly book all about the cannibals
in Africa, Mrs. Before they boil ya alive they cut yer
'ands orf and tie 'em round your waist. Ooh, it's
really 'orrible, Mrs - would ya like ta lend it?' My
mother declined the invitation.

Cicero Blake
The Petrillo stage was next and Zora Young was
first on, but honestly if it wasn't for a couple of
backing vocalists who had lovely gospel voices, it
would have been a disaster as she seemed a bit
lack lustre, but it was just an okay set. Cicero
Blake was the next on the Petrillo Stage and it
was nice to see this veteran Chicago Soul singer
get a good slot and one wondered if he could pull
it off. Cicero, not a name most people know, did a
first class show; he did a sparkling version of
"Wife's Night Out" and a very good version of his
signature tune "Dip My Dipper". "Laundromat
Blues" was the one that really got the audience of
approximately 10,000 going, as he told the
twisting tale about a cheating lover. The audience
roared its approval of Cicero, as he left the stage.

Later my grandmother remarked on the beautiful
potted geraniums which had suddenly appeared in
the dining-room. The landlady's baby had now
grown up into a young teenager, and explained
how the flowers got there: 'Oh yeah, me and Edie
nicked 'em from Butlins last night!' One year we
took a workmate of my grandmother on holiday
with us. Madge was a devout Catholic. As my
brother and I played happily in the sand, Madge
turned to my mother and grandparents in their
deckchairs and said: 'You know it breaks my heart
to think those two lovely boys will end up in
Purgatory because they are not Catholics!'
At our house in Wood Green when we were kids,
after Ma White moved out, a Polish woman took
over an upstairs room at the back. She was
studying to be a doctor, which was very difficult
given her poor English. My brother and I
discovered a lovely game - we'd go into the
garden and scream at the tops of our voices,
whereupon the poor woman would slowly open
the sash window, poke her head out (she had her
hair done up in a kind of Victorian bun) and say in
a sing-song voice in her broken English: 'Yoo-oo
muh nor shou-ow!' So we called her Mrs Do-notshout.

The last slot went to Buckwheat Zydeco who set
about warming everybody with a good set of New
Orleans and Louisiana standards as the
temperature dropped. A good end to a very good
year for the Chicago Blues Festival.
In the clubs I managed to see Carl Weathersby
do a highly enjoyable show at Buddy Guy's. Magic
Slim was superb at Buddy's club on the Friday
night and I got to see Mighty Sam McClain at the
Hot House on Saturday. Also on the Saturday
night I saw Billy Branch around the corner In
Buddy Guy's club. I saw James Wheeler as well
and Jimmy Burns at other venues. On my last
night in Chicago I saw Wayne Hancock do a
fantastic set in a country venue.
Words and pictures by Dave Thomas







One day my grandfather came in from the bottom
of the garden where we kept some chickens. 'That
foreign woman next door must be very religious,'
he told my grandmother. 'She's sitting the other
side of the garden wall behind our chicken shed
muttering prayers to herself.' My mother instantly
recognized what was happening - the poor woman
was studying her medical books the only place
she could get a bit of peace and quiet, at the end
of the garden behind the chicken shed!



WHAT A DULL WORLD IT
WOULD BE WITHOUT
CHARACTERS LIKE THESE

My father was an unbelievable character. During
the short time they were married, he treated my
mother appallingly. First, she lent him some
money, her life savings, to buy his first business a pie and mash shop in Walthamstow. My mother
worked very hard in the shop, but my dad was
rarely there except to collect the takings. After
some time he sold it at a big profit, and my mother
asked what her share would be. 'Your share?
What do you mean? You get nothing! You ate

Part 2
As kids we went nearly every year to a guest
house on the front at Margate. One year we
arrived, and the unmarried landlady had acquired
a young baby. All she said in explanation was:
'One of the visitors left it, lovey!' A few years later
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your share in all the pie-and-mash you had for
your dinners while you worked there.'

In the War it was difficult to get fresh meat, so my
dad supplemented the beef in his restaurant with
horsemeat. One day the government Health
Inspector came around, and found the horsemeat
in the kitchen fridge. 'This is horsemeat!' said the
Inspector. 'You are not allowed to serve this to
customers in this country!' My father feigned
shock, horror and wounded pride: 'Me, serve
horsemeat to customers? I wouldn't dream of it - it
is for the staff, they love it.' Believe it or not he got
away with this and many other misdemeanours.
When a waitress left his employment, she
demanded to know why there were no National
Insurance stamps on her card. 'If you want
stamps, you buy them' was the retort she got from
my dad.

He bought the lease on the Cottage Grill, a
restaurant in front of the Swiss Cottage public
house. It was this restaurant which gave the name
to that area of London - friends told my mother the
cottage-like restaurant with it's many little rooms
on various levels (sadly demolished in the 1960s)
had been a dairy when it was all fields around
there, long before the pub was built. It was styled
like a Swiss cottage. My mother worked on the
cash register, and she noticed that my dad's uncle
and his sister-in-law were cheating him, selling
cigarettes and pocketing the takings and other
scams (the restaurant sold cigarettes). When my
mother told my dad his sister-in-law Sophie was
cheating him he just replied: 'She is a good
business woman, why can't you be more like her?'

In the Second World War he was called up for
military service. He'd rush home to my mother and
make her start packing up to move somewhere
else to dodge the draft. Eventually they caught up
with him, but despite the medical passing him A1
he insisted he was a sick man unfit for military
service. So they arranged a second medical, and
my father sent along some poor terminally ill guy
with all the necessary documentation to
impersonate him, and that is how he dodged
military service.
My partner, George Miller, and his family had very
strong personalities. When pestered by telesales
people George was very abrupt, telling the woman
to get a proper job before slamming the phone
down on her. A few minutes later the phone rang
again - it was her supervisor: 'Mr Miller, you have
just reduced one of my staff to tears' she
complained. George was having none of it; he told
the supervisor if the girl couldn't handle it she
should get a useful job instead of harassing
people trying to sell them fitted kitchens, double
glazing, etc., and slammed the phone down on the
supervisor.

However, when my mother asked for more
housekeeping money, he told her: 'If you want
more money get yourself down Piccadilly and earn
yourself some!' (Piccadilly in those days, of
course, being a place where prostitutes plied their
trade.) My father was hardly monogamous, he
stayed out half the night gambling away his profits
and sleeping with various women, including
waitresses from his restaurant. One day my
mother plucked up the courage to ask him: 'Why
do you sleep with other women? Don't you love
me anymore?' My father replied: 'Yes, and I like
baked beans, but I don't want them every day!'
(No wonder Heinz produced 57 varieties of food!)

His mother was equally outspoken. Taking young
George to a Glasgow cinema, a relation she didn't
get on with was working there as an usherette.
After the performance the relative approached
them and said: 'Hello Lizzie! Did you like the film?'
'A damn sight better than I like you!' snapped back
George's mother, before dragging him out of the
cinema.

One day my grandparents were visiting, and my
mother remarked that the woman in the upstairs
flat which my father sub-let seemed to have an
awful lot of night-time visitors, as they regularly
heard the stairs creak, and caught various men
coming in and out of her room. 'Yes', my father
said, 'I think she is a tart! It’s terrible.' My father,
never popular with my grandparents, suddenly
went up in their estimation when he indicated this
disapproval of prostitutes. But they were soon
disillusioned, as his next sentence was: 'If I'd
known she was a prostitute when I rented her the
room I'd have charged her twice as much!' It didn't
help either when my grandmother, then in middle
age, showed him a new green coat she'd bought,
and he told her 'old women should dress in black!'

I suppose some of you have heard of the jokes
played by playwright Joe Orton and his partner
Kenneth Halliwell on unsuspecting people.
George and myself were apt to get up to similar
tricks, mainly spoof phone calls (in the days long
before 1471) with me putting on funny voices and
George telling me what to say and trying to stifle
guffaws of laughter. I rang St James's Palace to
complain, in an upper-class woman's voice, that
the Duchess of York should be called the
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Duchess of Clapham Junction because that is
where she used to slum around. I also rang his
ex-boss, who he detested, putting on the same
voice to play tricks on her. I also rang two places
where I worked, leaving spoof messages on their
answering machines.
When I went into my office at a government
quango connected to the Overseas Development
Department one morning, the other Telex
Operator, a man nearing retirement, said he had
had a message from some mad Duchess
complaining about an unsuitable maid 'our
employment agency' had sent her, and about the
low standard of menials generally. I stifled my
giggles, and he never guessed it was me as my
voice was so disguised. He just assumed it was a
wrong number. I later rang Amnesty International
where I now work leaving a message in a
woman's thick Greek accent, copied from my
relatives, asking AI to pay for a return air-fare to
Cyprus and in exchange I'd do some research
work for them. My colleague Sylvia thought the
voice so funny she called in our boss, and they
decided it was someone playing a joke, even
though we got similar calls and emails all the time
- though not quite as blatantly demanding a free
holiday at AI's expense. Sylvia guessed rightly it
was me playing a joke.

Years later a friend of ours, Freddy Williams, told
us all about characters he had known between the
two World Wars in London. Freddy was then in
his 70s, and pensioners on his Waterloo council
estate couldn't believe that the rather scruffy
looking old man in the flat cap who walked his dog
every morning was the same Fabulous Freda who
did drag shows in ornate costumes, feathered
headdresses and false plastic boobs at their
senior citizens' club. Freddy had cards printed 'The Fabulous Freda - fantastic to see - delightful
to know - Taps and Tempo' - and used to also do
cabaret in pubs and at our parties. Doing a charity
show in Stockwell one day, she shared a dressing
room with the vicious-tongued Marc 'Auntie Flo'
Fleming. 'Who sewed all those sequins on your
dresses, love?' inquired Marc. 'I did,' replied Freda
proudly. 'You must be f*****g mental!' Marc
replied.

George and I used to drag up and perform little
sketches, using our many different characters and
voices. The favourite was the titled Lady and the
prostitute, but also there were two scrubbers, and
many other characterizations. We never actually
got to do our act on the pub circuit, but The Slag
Queens, as we called ourselves, did perform at
our parties, and we put some of the sketches on
video. We actually dragged up and went to the
Porchester Hall Drag Balls sometimes, and I think
on at least one occasion we bravely went by
public transport for a laugh. Most times we went in
my van. What Battersea Beattie, our nosey nextdoor neighbour thought of it all I don't know. She
was always looking out of her upstairs front
window watching comings and goings.
One day she informed us that 'old 'Atto', the
landlord, wanted to put her rent up from the
ridiculous £2 a week or so she'd been paying for
years. The only way he could do it was by making
improvements to her flat, so he was going to put
in a bath. Beattie screamed from the window as
we were going out: 'Old 'Atto wants to put a
bahfroom in so 'e can put up me rent. I ain't 'aving
none of it, I don't want no bleedin' bahf!' The clear
implication being she hadn't had a bath for years
and wasn't going to start now if it meant paying
more rent.

I could not repeat the saucy names of all the
characters Freda told us about or the shocking
things they got up to between the Wars under
Admiralty Arch and on the top deck of a number 9
bus, but some of the more printable names were
Kangaroo Kate, The Painted Lady, Chrissie Crow,
Carrier-Bag Carrie (also known as Cannibal Kate)
and Doodlebug Daisy. These were all apparently
drag queens who had long since passed on, but
Freda constantly asked if we knew them, before
remembering they were around 'not now, but them
days' meaning in the Second World War or
earlier.
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Freddy/Freda used to be in the Merchant Navy,
but he got a little confused about the places he
had visited. He told us he'd seen the carnival in
Rio 'with Table Top mountain in the background'.
He saw humour in the most tragic situations, such
as when he stepped off his ship in some North
African country and a woman with a bundle
wrapped up in a shawl asked him for money to
'bury her dead baby'. 'Init camp?' Freda would
say, convinced that it had just been a bundle of
rags as a ploy to get money from gullible sailors.

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

ELVIS – A CELEBRATION
by Mike Evans
Published by Dorling Kindersley 2002 - £25.00
600 pages, Over 600 photos, Appendices, Index

Freddy had also been a dresser in the theatre for
years, and occasionally had to stand-in when an
actor fell sick. He was constantly reciting lines
from plays he'd been in years ago, totally out of
context so they made no sense whatsoever,
coupled with sayings he'd learnt as a child. In the
middle of a conversation he'd throw in lines like:
'Your mother, she's not in here. Have a piece of
sponge cake. She was a soldier's wife, my dear,
and the second thing he asked for was his
breakfast. Cheese or jam? Oily kippers. Slap 'em
on the wall. Silly girl lemon.'

This book was published last year to coincide with
the 25th anniversary of Elvis’s death but I have
delayed reviewing it until I could build up the
muscles necessary to lift it. It is the size and
weight of the average mail-order catalogue.

My partner and his friends also knew some drag
queens with very strange nicknames. I met Mad
Myra, Nellie The Elephant and Big Bertha, but
sadly missed out on Coffee, Sugar and Tangerine
(sounds more like a shopping list, but apparently
these were real people.) Tangerine, I'm told, used
to sit in the gardens in Leicester Square in full
drag doing his knitting, with a flask of tea and
sandwiches. Yet another character, Red Riding
Hood, I have only seen in a rather creased colour
photo of a guy with a bald head wearing a miniskirt in the grounds of the psychiatric hospital
where he apparently ended up.

Just two bits of trivia. I know the author of the text
(Mike Evans) slightly – he is a Liverpool tenorman
who was at one time in the local group “The
Clayton Squares” and now works in publishing in
London.
The other trivial bit is that I note that the book is
printed and bound in China. I have a vision of
100,000 muscular print-workers loading millions of
sheets of paper onto the machines and pegging
them out on the Great Wall of China to dry in the
sun.

Rose, a blond male hustler friend of George’s
claimed to me that he had as a regular client a
well-known member of a 1950s Rock’n’Roll group.
Rose was quite outrageous, getting poor George
thrown out of many a lodging house. One night he
brought a client back in the early hours to where
George lived just round the back of Leicester
Square, and George wouldn't let them in. So Rose
threw stones up at his window and screamed out:
'Open up, you f*****g whore, I know you're up
there!' Another lodging lost! Rose once went back
with a client to a posh London hotel. Leaving early
in the morning he saw expensive shoes outside
doors waiting to be cleaned, so exchanged a good
pair of brogues for his old winklepickers with holes
in the sole. On another occasion a client actually
died in an hotel room while they were performing,
and Rose left in the early hours, telling the desk
clerk not to bother bringing the guest breakfast in
bed!
Tony Papard







The large format really shows the photos at their
best and even familiar shots take on a mythic
glow (I like that phrase – I don’t know what it
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means but I’ll keep it in!). People used to say
about Marilyn Monroe that the camera loved her –
well, Elvis must be not only the most
photographed man in history but also the most
photogenic, as there is hardly a bad photo of him
here.
Since the book was produced with the cooperation
of the Elvis Presley Estate, you won’t find any of
those hideous images of Elvis, like a bloated
blancmange, at the very end of his life. The few
photos from that period don’t look too bad, even
though he is twice the size he was in his
Rock’n’Roll days.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

There is a very strange colour photo on page 64,
taken at Cleveland, Ohio in 1955. Elvis is staring
at the photographer with an uncommonly hard
look in his eyes and a thick-lipped semi-sneer on
his face, like a dazed boxer just after a hard
round. It is difficult to decide just what emotion he
is conveying – arrogance? defiance? pride? Or all
of them? Or maybe he is just tired…

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden
Phone: Swedish code + 46 034067 5050
E-MAIL: berglind@ithuser-varberg.com

One puzzle remains. In 1993 the US Postal
Service announced that they were planning to
issue an Elvis commemorative stamp but the
problem arose of which image of Elvis to use –
the young ‘50s rocker or the very different
superstar of the 1973 “Aloha from Hawaii” TV
special. A unique ballot involving 1.2 million votes
was organized by the postal service the length
and breadth of America and the image of the
younger Elvis won.











“IT’S ONLY
MAKE-BELIEVE”
HOW THE MEDIA KEEPS GETTING
ROCK’N’ROLL WRONG
by Neil Foster

Yet every time you see an Elvis-imitator
anywhere, it’s never the 1950’s version but the
jump-suited, batman-caped, karate-chopping
chap (try saying that after a few beers). Why?
THE END





Thirty years ago, just after I started the VRRAS
and “Not Fade Away” magazine, I read a review of
the RCA LP “THE ELVIS SUN COLLECTION” in
the “Daily Mirror”.



The reviewer, Deborah Thomas, informed her
readers (I quote from memory), “Don’t expect to
find any of Elvis’s big hits here as these are early
recordings, on which he played washboard.”(!)

PLAY ROCK'N'ROLL
CD - various artists
“likeable collection with considerable variety”
'Boppin' Brian' TFTW 31.

I immediately wrote to Deborah, pointing out that
she had mistaken the dry, rattling sound of Bill
Black’s upright slap bass for the sound of a
washboard and told her, “Elvis is a Rock’n’Roller,
not a skiffler!”

ROCK THE INSTITUTION
CD - various artists
r'n'r, folk -all pro-Communist.

She sent me a very nice letter, apologizing for the
mistake and admitting that she was far too young
to remember early Rock’n’Roll.

Only a handful of each left.
Available to readers only £5.00 each inc. postage.
Like bargainsville Man!
Paul Barrett
16 Grove Place, Penarth CF64 2ND,
Vale Glamorgan, S.Wales.

This article details some of the gaffes, mistakes
and misunderstandings I have come across over
the years and just to show my even-handedness
and impartiality, I’ll start with two howlers of mine.
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The very first article I ever wrote about my
‘50’s memories (1971) contained this
amazing sentence (discussing the cafés
and milkbars of the period), “…coffee bars
and comfort only came in with the 1960s.”

To my surprise, they not only
printed the letter (with a photo of
Richard) but their Editorial dept
wrote to me apologizing for the
error and pointing out that the
information was copied in good
faith from Halliwell’s Film Guide.
Isn’t it odd, however, that no one
else ever queried it? (Maybe I am
just a nit-picker!).

I must have been asleep when I wrote
those words (or lying under an empty crate
of Guinness). Coffee bars, of course, were
far more typical of the ‘50s than the ‘60s
(The 2 Is) and no one knew that better
than I did as, like millions of other
teenagers in the ‘50s, I spent a large part
of my leisure time hunched over a cup of
frothy, stone-cold espresso, staring
through the window of a coffee bar.

(One newspaper, by the way,
when trailing “Rock Around the
Clock” wrote, “…as soon as Bill
Haley’s saxophone hits the floor
in this film..” (my italics))

My second gaffe was even worse, as it
was in public, announced over a
microphone to 300/400 people. In 1973,
the VRRAS organized an eight-hour
Rock’n’Roll event in Colne, Lancs,
featuring two bands and two films (“Don’t
Knock the Rock” and “Disc Jockey
Jamboree”). I told the crowd that the
second film was in colour! (TFTW
contributor Lee Wilkinson will remember
this, as he was there.)

A far worse error appeared in the
first edition of Tony Jasper’s “20
Years of British Record Charts,
1955-75”). In 1956, we are told,
“Britain looked for her own rival to
Presley and produced Gene
Vincent”(!) The later editions of
this work (now re-titled The Top
Twenty Book) had corrected this
by replacing the word “produced”
by
“adopted”.
Unfortunately,
whoever did it had failed to notice
that the first line of the following
paragraph still read “Another
British answer to Presley…”(!)

I was absolutely sure that it was as I had a
vivid memory of Jerry Lee blasting out
“Great Balls of Fire” against a bright yellow
background. It was a long time before I
Sunday Telegraph,
realized what must have happened. When
th
24 June 1990
I had first seen the film in 1958, the second
In some other works poor Vincent is
feature was an innocuous short called
described as losing a leg or even
“Country Music Holiday”, featuring the likes of
dying in the same accident as that which killed
Ferlin Husky etc. and this was in colour. I can still
Eddie Cochran. He also suffered from poor proofrecall at the time being a little disappointed that
reading in the book by Alan Vince (“I Remember
the main feature was only in black and white and
Gene Vincent”) which the VRRAS published. On
my subconscious mind must have obligingly
page 31 was printed these words (referring to the
coloured my memory so that it came out as I
1960 British tour with Eddie Cochran), “I had
wished!
brought them both into close contact with their
many fans”, which suggests that it was Alan
There was one slight mistake I noticed concerning
Vince, not the tour which had done that. (“I”
Rock’n’Roll that was repeated in the Press for
should have been “It”. Just one letter completely
twenty years! Every few years, “Rock Around the
altered the meaning and yet still seemed correct!)
Clock” (the film) is shown on TV and usually with
the same newspaper write-up (“When this film
On page 91 it was stated that “Gene died from an
was first shown, teenagers rioted, Teddy boys
ulcer, over-drinking and over-eating.” That should
ripped up cinema seats” etc). I kept seeing the
have been “under-eating”.
name “Little Richard” listed as one of the stars
appearing. (In fact, he doesn’t.)
I was particularly annoyed by these mistakes
because:
Over the next twenty years, this error kept coming
1) Thousands of copies of the book had gone
up like a bad penny and each time it appeared I
out and could not now be amended, nor even
became a little annoyed and wondered why no
issued with an “Errata” slip.
one corrected it. Then, when the same mistake
2) The proof-reader should have picked up
appeared yet again, and in a “quality” newspaper
those mistakes.
at that (“Sunday Telegraph”) I decided to write to
3) I was that proof-reader!
them.
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Wonder who the impostor was? I’ve heard a lot
about Irish wakes but this is ridiculous!

So, indirectly, I was responsible, in my own small
way, for adding to the mountain of misinformation
on Rock’n’Roll.

Sometimes the misunderstanding comes when
one kind of music is judged by criteria more
suitable for another. I once read a review in a
French music journal of a Jazz Festival at either
Antibes or Montreux. Fats Domino appeared (who
is not and never has been a jazz artist) and the
intellectual French critic who reviewed his
performance was obviously more used to dealing
with cerebral Jazz as he came out with the
ineffable remark, “He knows he is no Thelonious
Monk.” (To which I would retort that Thelonious
Monk knew he was no Fats Domino, either!)

Flashing back to Presley; for years, the story
about how, on his first visit to the Sun studios, he
had recorded some songs for his mother’s
birthday was repeated ad nauseam in thousands
of newspaper articles until one day someone
pointed out that the story could not be true as his
mother’s birthday had long gone when he called
in.
A new canard emerged on his death: the uncanny
“coincidence” that Elvis had died at the same age
as his mother – 42. This was even printed in a
book called “Not Many People Know That”, a book
of trivia and odd facts, compiled under the name
of Michael Caine and sold in aid of charity.

In the ‘50s, the Danceband Mafia (Jack Jackson,
Jack Payne, Benny Green, Steve Race, Ken
Macintosh, Ted Heath etc.) never tired of telling
us moronic teenagers that Rock’n’Roll was not
music but just a horrible noise. Having told us
that, they then persisted in criticizing it in musical
terms! (A favourite gibe was not just the “threechord trick” but the over-use of triplets – three
notes in the time of two – in the style and it is
undeniably true that practically every Rock’n’Roll
hit has triplets in it somewhere.)

A myth, of course, as both Gladys and Vernon
falsified their ages on the marriage certificate, as
they did not wish the world to know that she was
four years older than him.
There’s a book called “Great Rockers”, which has
a most unusual photo of Elvis. In fact, it’s not Elvis
at all but (the young) Charlie Rich, trying to look
like Elvis and obviously convincing the author, as
he used the photo to illustrate an article on Elvis!

As for their complaint about “three chords”, would
they describe “Silent Night” as not music but just a
horrible noise? That’s three chords, too!

Elvis’s fellow-rocker at Sun, Carl Perkins, has
been wrongly killed off a few times in various
publications, usually in the terrible 1956 car-crash,
which badly injured his brother, Jay.

And of course, the fact that Ted Heath, for
example, hated and despised Rock’n’Roll did not
prevent him from rushing out a cover version of
“Tequila”! The usual excuse for this hypocrisy was
that the band had to make a living and if public
taste was so debased that musical rubbish like
“Tequila” was the only stuff that sold, they had to
compromise.

It’s not only Rock’n’Roll that is a trap for the
unwary, careless or ignorant writer. You might
recall the spectacular own goal that was scored by
the PR team of Mrs Thatcher, during her reign.
They had decided it was time her image as a
somewhat hard-hearted and humourless (too
much alliteration there) old battleaxe needed to be
softened a little, so they set up a publicity stunt
which involved Mrs T pretending to play a clarinet
with a jazz band. They then ruined it by issuing a
press release, “Mrs Thatcher loves Traditional
Jazz, especially Duke Ellington.” Yoicks! That was
the Jazz vote gone for a Burton!

Back to just mistakes, not misunderstandings:
I have the 1974 issue of “The Golden Years of
Rock’n’Roll” and on page 49 we read, “the white
singer Larry Williams”. (Must have been a bad
photo the author saw!) (Or a negative? – H)
Possibly the funniest mistake was when “Top of
the Pops” played “Reet Petite”, when it became
popular again. It was the custom to have a huge
back-drop of the featured vocalist and the
bemused audience (both live and at home) were
treated to a shot of not Jackie Wilson but Jockey
Wilson, the darts player!

(That reminds me of another Jazz anecdote.
Sometime in the ‘70s, a new Manager was
appointed, in charge of a quite prominent Jazz
label in the UK. His first directive to his staff was,
“This Charlie Parker seems very popular. Let’s get
him over here for a tour.”)

But nothing can top a story from the ‘50s, which I
am told is absolutely true. When David Seville
used the gimmick of recording his voice speeded
up and invented a trio he called “The Chipmunks”,
who had a big hit with “Ragtime Cowboy Joe”, a
US promoter tried to book the group for a

Even more bizarre, was a cutting from a Dublin
newspaper that was passed over to me by my
long-time friends, Mel and Margaret Thompson,
who lived for a while in Galway. This was an
interview with Alan Freed (dead since 1965).
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nationwide tour!

posters were visible, just a blackboard outside
listing the artistes names, hence the half-empty
theatre. Huge human jukebox Sleepy LaBeef put
in an exhilarating effort, and Wanda Jackson
started promisingly but then let the momentum
slip with a religious injection. Carl Perkins, with
sons Greg and Stan in his band, was in his usual
rocking good form, and afterwards we hung
around outside where the tour bus was waiting
and had the opportunity to chat to the stars of the
show.

What on earth did he expect to see on stage?
Three little furry animals singing in high-pitched
voices? And before we laugh at that American for
such naiveté, let’s remember that there were
people in the UK who believed that “The Singing
Dogs” really were barking and yelping the tunes
on their 1955 UK novelty hit.
THE END









As a bonus you get twenty one records in Record
th
Mirror’s top twenty from 25 August 1956, and
what a couple of corkers sharing the No. 20 spot:

SHAKY LEE’S AUGUST
AMNESIA

1.
2.

Although I have managed to piece together a
good deal of my Rock’n’Roll memories there are
some shows that I can recall attending but,
through the mists of time, cannot pinpoint exactly
when they were. This is where you TFTW
readers come in, particularly good ol’ friends
Steve Howarth and Neil Foster, to help jog my
memory. So here goes with your starter for three:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13=
13=
15

1) In the late seventies I think it was – Johnny &
The Hurricanes at the Norbreck Castle Hotel in
Blackpool. I attended this one with the late Terry
Burns and his son Andrew who lived nearby and
put me up for the night. I remember thinking that
leader Johnny Paris, who was the only original
member present, looked too young to have been
blowing his honking sax on ‘Crossfire’, ‘Reveille
Rock’, ‘Beatnik Fly’, ‘Rocking Goose’ etc. around
twenty years earlier.

16
17
18
19
20=
20=

Whatever Will Be Will Be – Doris Day (Philips)
Why Do Fools Fall In Love – Frankie Lymon and
The Teenagers (Columbia)
A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl – Teresa Brewer
(Vogue/Coral)
Walk Hand In Hand – Tony Martin (HMV)
Mountain Greenery – Mel Torme (Vogue/Coral)
Rockin’ Through The Rye – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
Heartbreak Hotel – Elvis Presley (HMV)
I’ll Be Home – Pat Boone (London)
Wayward Wind – Tex Ritter (Capitol)
Walk Hand In Hand – Ronnie Carroll (Philips)
Serenade – Slim Whitman (London)
All Star Hit Parade – Various Artists (Decca)
Saints Rock And Roll – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
I Almost Lost My Mind – Pat Boone (London)
I Want You, I Need You, I Love You – Elvis
Presley (HMV)
Wayward Wind – Gogi Grant (London)
Bluebottle Blues – The Goons (Decca)
My Son John – David Whitfield (Decca)
You Are My First Love – Ruby Murray (Columbia)
Be Bop A Lula – Gene Vincent (Capitol)
Long Tall Sally – Little Richard (London)

TIP TOP DADDY
th
Five years ago this month, on 29 August
1998, rockabilly pioneer Charlie Feathers
died, following a stroke, in the St. Francis
Hospital, Memphis. I bought my first
Feathers record from Breathless Dan in
1971, the Philwood single ‘Tear It
Up/Stutterin’ Cindy’ which he co-produced
with Sam Phillips’ brother Tom, the label
reading “CHARLIE FEATHERS with
Marcus VanStory’s old sun slappin’ bass”.
Recorded in Memphis three years earlier
this wild slice of rockabilly was like manna
from heaven at the time.

2) Of a similar vintage was a Chuck Berry concert
at Blackburn’s King George’s Hall.
Prior to Chuck going on stage I
spotted him chatting to someone and
got out my camera to take a snap
only to be admonished by the
Rock’n’Roll poet who said, “Not now
I’m talking”. A few minutes later
Chuck cordially came over to me and
happily posed for a photo with my
then wife, Sue. A few of us were
invited to accompany Chuck for a
meal after the show but Sue and I
couldn’t stay, although I think my
cousin Paul and his wife and friends Mel and
Margaret did.

th

Charles Arthur Feathers was born on 12 June
1932 in the country outside Holly Springs,
Mississippi. Singing in church and picking up
guitar rhythms from local black blues musician
Junior Kimbrough before reaching his teens, after
a spell working on oil pipelines he surfaced in
Memphis in the early fifties. October 1954 saw
Charlie cutting his first session at a home studio
operated by Bill Cantrell and Quinton Claunch,

3) Floral Hall, Southport. Possibly 1984? This
very poorly publicized gig featured Carl Perkins,
Wanda Jackson and Sleepy LaBeef. I only found
out about it approximately one week beforehand
when the aforementioned Terry Burns (or was it
you Neil?) heard it advertised on his local radio
station and rang me to let me know. On arrival no
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Harry/Keith,
Thanks for latest issue - eagerly read, as usual.
Re Ken Major's suggestion that I might need
help with the book reviews - one thing about
being unemployed is that one has unlimited time
so I don't have a problem. Anyway, I love
writing and reviewing and if I wasn't
contributing to the mag, I would probably lose
interest in writing stuff, so believe me, I am
grateful to be in print!
That said, if anyone else wants to do
book/film/anything reviews, why not? The
more the merrier.
All the best for now,
Neil Foster

before recording at 706 Union Avenue early the
following year.
That
produced his first single,
for Sun’s Flip subsidiary,
the hillbilly pairing of ‘I’ve
Been
Deceived’ and
‘Peepin’ Eyes’.
Later that year Elvis
recorded ‘I Forgot To
Remember To Forget’
which Feathers had cowritten with Stan Kesler,
whilst
‘Defrost
Your
Heart/Wedding Gown Of White’ became Charlie’s
only Sun single. A rockabilly styled version of
‘Corrine Corrina’ recorded at the Sun studio in
1956 was not released at the time so Charlie
crossed town to Lester Bihari’s Meteor operation
and put down the classic jumping twosome of
‘Tongue Tied Jill’ and ‘Get With It’.

Dear Ed and H,
Since I have no contribution in issue 31 therefore
little conflict of interest, may we (and I take the
liberty to include all your readers) congratulate
you for a brilliant edition, we appreciate all the
hard work, and well done for getting this hefty
tome delivered bang on time.
Regards,
Ken Major

A contract with King Records in Cincinnati
followed where sessions in August 1956 and
January 1957 yielded four fine singles which were
not issued in this country until being gathered
together for the wonderful Polydor LP Rockabilly
Kings in 1974. In particular ‘Bottle To The Baby’
and ‘One Hand Loose’ are definitive examples of
the genre with Charlie’s hiccupping vocals,
Ramon Mauphin’s almost primitive drumming,
Jody Chastain plucking the bass and Jerry
Hoffman injecting some stunning guitar lines.

Dear Ed and Bunter,
Terrific evening at Brian's "Bunter Bash" Friday
4th and great to see many new faces. Well done
to you both for the opportunity and organisation.
Regards,
Ken Major

In April 1977 Charlie arrived in Britain for the
famed concert at the Rainbow Theatre in the
company of Warren Smith, Buddy Knox and Jack
Scott, from which a live album was recorded for
EMI. However, to my ears, the Barrelhouse LP
Live In Memphis Tennessee is a better example
of a Feathers performance in a club environment
with his brother Lawrence, son Bubba and
daughter Wanda making it a family affair. Charlie
continued recording into the early nineties, but the
cream of his work was made available on a Zu
Zazz vinyl release to be supplanted by the
Revenant CD Get With It: Essential Recordings
1954-1969.
Wild Side Of Life Wilkinson















Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Interesting piece on Bobby Darin courtesy of
Dik de Heer.
(Part 1)
THE "SPLISH SPLASH" SESSION
- Date: Thursday, April 10, 1958 (15:30 - 17:00)
- Location: Atlantic Studios, 234 West 56th Street,
Manhattan, New York City
- Producer: Ahmet Ertegun
- Engineer: Tom Dowd
- Songs recorded: Splish Splash (Darin / Jean
Murray), Judy Don't Be Moody (Don Wolf / Ben
Raleigh), Queen Of The Hop (Darin / Woody
Harris).
- Personnel: Bobby Darin, vocals, piano; Al Caiola,
guitar; Carl Lynch, guitar ; possibly Wendell
Marshall, bass; Jesse Powell, tenor sax ;
Panama Francis, percussion. Plus unidentified
chorus on "Judy Don't Be Moody".



Letters to the Editor
Dear Ed,
Between Oakwood and Holborn tube stations
(Piccadilly Line) I read 16 pages of TFTW.
Would it be possible in the next edition to insert
a warning on Page 16 that I am probably still
sitting at Holborn and get my ass into gear?
Regards,
Ken Major

th

April 10 2003 marked the 45th anniversary of the
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"Splish Splash" session. If it had not been for this
session, it is very doubtful if we would be here
together in cyberspace today (article originally
destined for the web – H). After seven flop singles
(four on Decca and three on Atco), it finally gave
Bobby the breakthrough that he was so
desperately looking for. One of the remarkable
things about this session is that all three songs
recorded ended up as million sellers! Admittedly,
"Judy Don't Be Moody" got a free ride on the flip of
"Splish Splash", but even if you don't count "Judy"
as a separate million seller: 2 out of 3 is a
fantastic score by any standard. It is even more
remarkable considering the fact that this was not a
standard three-hour session (in which usually four
songs would be recorded), but a split session.
Bobby was only allocated 90 minutes, after popjazz singer Morgana King had recorded "Since I
Fell For You" and "My Reverie". In Michel Ruppli's
Atlantic discography (1979), these two songs are
erroneously credited to BD and as a result, they
were included in a list of Atco/Atlantic recordings
on Linda's website, as mysterious unreleased
tracks, until they were removed at my request in
August 2001.

Bobby had cut was "Pretty Betty", a song that
called to mind "Tutti Frutti", but then in the cleancut, sanitized version by Pat Boone, not the Little
Richard original. Apparently it took a new
producer, Ertegun, to showcase Bobby with a
complete lack of inhibition.

It is not clear to me who arranged the songs.
Ertegun could not read music (nor could Wexler,
not sure about Abramson), but he always worked
with written arrangements. Atlantic's principal inhouse arranger, Jesse Stone (aka Charles
Calhoun), had already left the company and Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller only did arrangements for
the acts that they also produced (The Coasters,
The Drifters, Ruth Brown a.o.). It was not
uncommon in the heydays of Rock’n’Roll that one
of the session men also acted as "leader" (thus
doubling his standard session fee). Caiola, Powell
(who was also musical director for Josie Records)
and Francis all were schooled musicians, who
could arrange, compose and supervise a record
session.

Bobby had been signed to the Atco label by Herb
Abramson, who had co-founded Atlantic Records
with Ahmet Ertegun in 1947. Upon returning from
Germany after two years of belated military
service in 1955, Abramson found Jerry Wexler
sitting at his desk and working beside Ahmet in
the studio and there was no easy way to push
Wexler out. Abramson was given his own label,
the newly formed subsidiary Atco Records. He
became responsible for signing new talent to the
label, organizing the sessions, and overseeing
promotion and distribution. Herb supervised three
unspectacular sessions by Bobby, in May and
August 1957 and January 1958, resulting in three
unsuccessful singles. For his next session, Bobby
came up with "Splish Splash", a novelty rocker he
had written in twelve minutes at the house of
upcoming NYC deejay Murray Kauffman.
Kauffman's mother, Jean Murray, had suggested
the title and the first line ("Splish Splash, I was
taking a bath") and was amply rewarded with a cowriting credit. Abramson didn't like the song at all
and temporarily delayed the session until Bobby
came up with "better material", indicating in the
process that he didn't see much of a future for BD
at Atco.

The CD "Rare, Rockin' and Unreleased" contains
several outtakes from this session and gives an
invaluable picture of work-in-progress and
Ertegun's way of producing (relaxed, giving clear
instructions
and
encouragement,
very
professional). Tom Dowd had only just installed
his new toy, an eight-track stereo-capable tape
machine, built especially for Atlantic. Ertegun had
just received the sad news that one of Atlantic's
major stars, Chuck Willis, had died that morning,
at the age of only 30. Nevertheless, judging by the
studio chatter, the mood is fairly ebullient and
everyone is gunning for a hit. The surprising thing
about the first take of "Splish Splash" is that it is
not all that far removed from the hit version. A few
lyrical amendments are apparent ("dancin' on my
living room rug" is at this stage a "front room rug")
and of course the sound effects of the gurgling tap
water have yet to be inserted (these would be
overdubbed later by Tom Dowd), but everything
else seems already in place.

Desperately anxious to have a hit, Bobby went
into the other office and demonstrated the song to
Ahmet and Jerry. The latter was not overly
enthusiastic, but Ahmet liked the idea and agreed
to allocate half of a forthcoming session to Bobby.
By 1958, Ertegun rarely went into the studio
himself, leaving most of the production jobs to
Jerry Wexler and the duo Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller. Under Abramson, about the wildest thing

Prior to take two, Ahmet asks drummer Panama
Francis to lay back on his "eights" on the neck of
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the cymbal whilst Tom Dowd adjusts the level on
the guitar. Also included on the CD is take 6,
which falls apart in verse two. Bobby asks if they
can pick it up from there, hinting at the practice of
editing takes as they go. Ertegun though declines,
telling everyone to go back to the top. Take 7 is
almost a master, but crumbles a little around
Jesse Powell's second tenor break.

sold well over a million. At wholesale, that meant
$400,000 or $500,000 in revenue" ("Rhythm and
the Blues", page 131.)
But little did Bobby know on the evening of April
10 that he had just recorded two million sellers.
Bobby told his friend Richard Behrke after the
session: "You'll vomit when you hear it. I've gone
all the way with the bastardised sound". (Quoted
in Al DiOrio's book.) For some time I interpreted
this as Bobby not liking rock'n'roll, but that
certainly wasn't the case. He particularly liked Fats
Domino, and that influence shows on "Splish
Splash" ("put my feet on the flo", "opened the
doh") and "Queen Of The Hop" and later in the
year also on "Plain Jane". No, what he meant was:
YOU, Dick Behrke, a man of immaculate taste,
you will vomit when you hear it. Maybe the kids
would dig it, but if they didn't, it was the end of the
road at Atco. Bobby was still worried. His next
step, two weeks later, would be a very unusual
one.
(To be continued)

The "Rare, Rockin' and Unreleased" CD includes
no less than five takes of "Queen Of The Hop"
(take 5-9), of which only take 9 is complete.
Despite the false starts and the breakdowns,
Bobby urges the players on by hollering, "It's
starting to cook!” The most notable difference at
this point to the eventual single is the misguided
use of a Coasters-style bass voice that repeats
the title throughout the chorus. Over the pre-take
chatter of take 9, Bobby indicates that he's the
one who's playing the piano. The shuffle rhythm is
now developed into perfection. Bobby takes an
awesome leap at a high F# in the final chorus.
"Queen Of The Hop" was one of those songs that
incorporated a lot of current hit titles in the lyrics, a
practice not uncommon in the years 1957-59. I
can just imagine Bobby going over the current
issue of Billboard, making notes of Top 50 titles
that were usable (Sugartime, Sweet Little Sixteen,
Short Shorts, Yellow Dog Blues, The Stroll, etc.).
"Peggy Sue", "Lollipop" and (Good Golly) Miss
Molly" must have struck his particular fancy, as
these characters appear in both "Splish Splash"
and "Queen Of The Hop".







(Selected) Darwinian
Awards For 2003
For those of you not familiar with the Darwin
awards, they are awarded annually for the most
extreme act of (usually terminal) stupidity. They
are now in for 2003. Enjoy. Actually, they probably
did not!

"Judy Don't Be Moody" is saved from mediocrity
by its unusual rhythm (a tango!) and Al Caiola's
pizzicato embellishments on the guitar. It was
picked as the B-side of "Splish Splash" and
released on May 19, 1958 on Atco 6117. Billboard
included the single in its "This Week's Best Buys"
feature and wrote: "These are the artist's two
strongest sides so far. 'Splish Splash' is a blues
with a novelty lyric that is belted in a bright rock
and roll tempo. Flip, 'Judy', is also a rhythm side
that is sung with a listenable chorus and ork
assistance. Also strong R&B prospects." A
prophetic addition, that last sentence: "Splish
Splash" would top the R&B charts for two weeks
in August 1958. And Cash Box wrote (May 29th,
1958): "Bobby Darin comes in strong with an r&b pop r&r item, 'Splish Splash', that looks real good
from this end. Darin has a souped up quick beat
with a humorous lyric and top-notch reading".

The chef at a hotel in Switzerland lost a finger in a
meat cutting machine and, after a little hopping
around, submitted a claim to his insurance
company. The company, suspecting negligence,
sent out one of its men to have a look for himself.
He tried the machine out and lost a finger. The
chef's claim was approved.
*********
After stopping for drinks at an illegal bar, a
Zimbabwean bus driver found that the 20 mental
patients he was supposed to be transporting from
Harare to Beltway had escaped. Not wanting to
admit his incompetence, the driver went to a
nearby bus stop and offered everyone there a free
ride. He then delivered the passengers to the
mental hospital, telling the staff that the patients
were very excitable and prone to bizarre fantasies.
(Bit like the readership of TFTW). The deception
wasn't discovered for three days.
*********
An American teenager was in hospital yesterday
recovering from serious head wounds received
from an oncoming train. When asked how he
received the injuries, the lad told police that he
was simply trying to see how close he could get

Jerry Wexler writes in his autobiography: "Two
records got us back in the game. These tunes
were so winning, so widely popular, so
immediately irresistible, no one could keep them
off the air. Ironically, they were consecutively
numbered, one right after the other, in our master
log. The first was "Yakety Yak" by the Coasters;
the second, Bobby Darin's "Splish Splash". Each
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his head to a moving train before he was hit.
*********
A thief burst into a Florida bank one day wearing a
ski mask and carrying a gun. Aiming his gun at
the guard, the thief yelled, "FREEZE, MOTHERSTICKERS, THIS IS A ****-UP!" For a moment,
everyone was silent. Then the snickers started.
The guard completely lost it and doubled over
laughing. It probably saved his life, because he'd
been about to draw his gun. He couldn't have
drawn and fired before the thief got him. The thief
ran away and is still at large. In memory of the
event, the banker later put a plaque on the wall
engraved with the words, "Freeze, motherstickers, this is a ****-up!"
*********
As a female shopper exited a New York store, a
man grabbed her purse and ran. The clerk called
911 immediately, and the woman was able to give
them a detailed description of the snatcher. Within
minutes, the police apprehended the snatcher.
They put him in the car and drove back to the
store. The thief was then taken out of the car and
told to stand there for a positive ID. To which he
replied, "Yes, officer, that's her. That's the lady I
stole the purse from."
*********
Kentucky: Two men tried to pull the front off a
cash machine by running a chain from the
machine to the bumper of their pickup truck.
Instead of pulling the front panel off the machine,
though, they pulled the bumper off their truck.
Scared, they left the scene and drove home. With
the chain still attached to the machine. With their
bumper still attached to the chain. With their
vehicle's license plate still attached to the bumper.
They were quickly arrested.
*********
HERE'S A 5-STAR STUPIDITY AWARD
WINNER!
When a man attempted to siphon gasoline from a
motor home parked on a Seattle Street, he got
much more than he bargained for. Police arrived
at the scene to find a very sick man curled up next
to a motor home near spilled sewage. A police
spokesman said that the man admitted to trying to
steal gasoline and plugged his siphon hose into
the motor home's sewage tank by mistake. The
owner of the vehicle declined to press charges,
saying that it was the best laugh he'd ever had.
**********
And Finally - First Place - The 2003 Darwin Award
Winner.
When his 38-calibre revolver failed to fire at his
intended victim during a hold-up in Long Beach,
California, would be robber James Elliot did
something that can only inspire wonder. He
peered down the barrel and tried the trigger again.
This time it worked.





Great Truths...
GREAT TRUTHS THAT LITTLE CHILDREN
HAVE LEARNED:
1) No matter how hard you try, you cannot baptise
cats.
2) When your Mom is mad at your Dad, do not let
her brush your hair.
3) If your sister hits you, do not hit her back. They
always catch the second person.
4) Never ask your 3-year old brother to hold a
tomato.
5) You cannot trust dogs to watch your food.
6) Do not sneeze when someone is cutting your
hair.
7) Never hold a Dust-Buster and a cat at the same
time.
8) You cannot hide a piece of broccoli in a glass
of milk.
9) Don't wear polka-dot underwear under white
shorts (Dear Editor, take note!).
10) The best place to be when you are sad is
Granddad's lap (certainly not that of Dr.
Dale).
GREAT TRUTHS THAT ADULTS HAVE
LEARNED:
1) Raising teenagers is like nailing Vaseline to a
tree.
2) Wrinkles do not hurt.
3) Families are like fudge... mostly sweet, with a
few nuts (ask Dr. Dale)
4) Today's mighty oak is just yesterday's nut that
held its ground.
5) Laughing is good exercise. It's like jogging on
the inside.
6) Middle age is when you choose your cereal for
the fibre, not the toy (except for the good
Doctor).
GREAT TRUTHS ABOUT GROWING OLD
1) Growing up is mandatory; growing old is
optional.
2) Forget the health food. I need all the
preservatives I can get.
3) When you fall down, you wonder what else you
can do while you are down there.
4) You are getting old when you get the same
sensation from a rocking chair that you once
got from a roller coaster.
5) It's frustrating when you know all the answers
but nobody bothers to ask you the questions.
6) Time may be a great healer...but it's a lousy
beautician
7) Wisdom comes with age, but sometimes age
comes alone (Dr. Dale.... ah don't go there).
Tony Wilkinson
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Blues/I’ll Never Hold It Against You/Come Baby
Come/Cry Cry Baby/New Bon Ton Roulay/Hey Mr. Bon
Ton/Dreaming/I’m Hurt/You Got Me Crying/Nothing To
Talk About/Sound The Bell (alt.)/No No
Baby/Crawfishin’/Route 90

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at
so

A very welcome release gathering together
practically all of the recorded output by singerguitarist Clarence “Bon Ton” Garlow, born in the
small town of Welsh, in Louisiana, in 1911. The
CD has four un-issued tracks among the 24
presented here, and in a period of eight years
(1949/57), Garlow had product issued on seven
different labels. So, to take it from the top; the first
five tracks were cut in Houston in ‘49, four of
these seeing release on the small Texas label
Macy’s. The first release, ‘Bon Ton Roula/In A
Boogie Mood’ (5002) was a big hit in Louisiana,
and its success inspired Clarence to re-cut the
song twice during the next four years. ‘Roula’ is a
nice blues rumba in the Professor Longhair style,
and the flip is an okay mid-tempo instrumental.
‘She's So Fine’,and ‘Jumpin’ For Joy’ are of similar
type. The un-issued Macy’s cut ‘Blues As You Like
It’ is slow an’ low.

Marcia Ball - So Many Rivers - Alligator
ALCD 4891
Foreclose On The House Of Love/Dance With
Me/Baby, Why Not/Honeypie/Give Me A Chance/Don't
You Know/Give It Up (Give In)/So Many Rivers To
Cross/The Storm/The Lowdown/Hurricane On China
Lake/Three Hundred Pounds Of Hongry/If It’s Really
Got To Be This Way/If It Ain’t One Thing

The latest collection from
the statuesque Mrs. Ball
is every bit as strong and
as enjoyable as previous
albums; there’s a sense
of
consistency
with
Marcia, quality product
time after time. She has a
warm, knowing singing style, and her piano style
is Grade A stamped New Orleans, real downhome
and funky and a funky sound runs through
‘Hurricane On China Lake’, ‘So Many Rivers To
Cross’, ‘Dance With Me’ and ‘Don’t You Know’.
‘Foreclose’ is a great starter, an uptempo rocker
with effective use of brass, and there's a couple of
blues ballads that Marcia always excels on, ‘Give
Me A Chance’ and ‘If It’s Really Got To Be This
Way’. ‘The Storm’, somewhat naturally, has a
reflective feel to it, while ‘The Lowdown’ bears a
jazzy tinge. ‘Baby, Why Not’ and ‘Give It Up’ are a
couple of blues belters, the latter bearing some
neat harp work and some driving guitar. Nice to
see Marcia doffing her cap to Tony Joe White with
her version of ‘Three Hundred Pounds Of Hongry’,
and, like TJW’S, this is acoustic-based. ‘If It Ain’t
One Thing’ is a rocker with gospel overtones, and
there’s a pleasant Cajun feel to the rocking
‘Honeypie’, which is completely understandable as
the accordion’s played by special guest Wayne
Toups. Not sure if this CD has reached UK shops
yet; the copy Mr. Angry kindly loaned me was
purchased during his recent American trip.
Thanks to him and to Marcia Ball for presenting
us with another winner!

The next nine tracks were recorded in Crowley.
Louisiana, between 1951-54,and three of these
were issued during that period. Of these, ‘New
Bon Ton’ is the first re-cut, this updated version
has an uncredited female voice. ‘I'm Just A Cry
Cry Baby’ is a slow blues played with considerable
force, and ‘Cry Cry Baby’ is also at walking-pace.
The one un-issued track from this period, ‘I Called
You Up Daddy’, is a fairly restrained rocker. I
particularly liked ‘Sound The Bell’, a super midtempo blues with some effective harmonica, and
‘Carry On’, where the same comments apply. Also
splendid is ‘I'll Never Hold It Against You’, which
reminds me a bit of the Dominoes’ ‘Have Mercy
Baby’.
Another time, (1953/4), another label, (Aladdin)
another revamp of ‘New Bon Ton Roulay’. This, to
me the best version of all, sounds like a New
Orleans cut; regarding the other four Aladdin
sides, ‘Dreaming’ is slow, as is ‘You Got Me
Crying’. ‘I'm Hurt’ is a jazzy, mid-tempo item,
rather like Ray Charles’ ‘Greenbacks’. Happily, for
the Aladdin sides that have a female voice, there
is a credit; take a bow Emma Dell Lee (could she
be the gal heard earlier on the CD?). ‘Nothing To
Talk About’ was issued on Goldband in 1954/55,
and among the accompanying musicians we find
young Katie Webster who was to play on
hundreds of classic sides released on Goldband
and Excello over the next eight years or so.

Clarence Garlow - LACGA 701

‘Talk’ is a driving boogie with good sax work from
Lionel Prevost. The re-cut of ‘Sound The Bell’
(previously un-issued) bears a fine guitar solo. ‘No
No Baby’ will be familiar to many through Al

Bon Ton Roula/In A Boogie Mood/She’s So Fine/Blues
As You Like It/Jumpin’ For Joy/New Bon Ton Roula/I
Called You Up Daddy/Sound The Bell/Carry On/Foggy
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Ferrier’s classic version, and Garlow's take,
originally issued on Folk Star in 1957, is almost as
good. That leaves ‘Crawfishin’ and ‘Route 90’;
originally issued on Flair (1021) in 1954, surely
one of the great rockin' double-siders of all time;
in the case of ‘Crawfishin’ Marcia Ball thought
sufficiently of it to record her own stunning version
for Rounder some years ago, and the song was a
long-standing favourite at record hops around the
UK and, indeed, the world. For those who haven't
heard these tracks before, where have you
been??

being lead singer with the Native Boys, and of the
two I preferred the ballad ‘Devil Kissed An Angel’.
T.L.Clemens’ track is a good blues ballad, a bit
James Brown-ish, and the Paramounts’ slowie is
also worthy of note. The Echoes’ track is a decent
mid-tempo blues, apparently Darlene Love started
her career with this particular group, a while after
they left Combo.
Delmar Wilburn’s offering is a vocal/piano demo;
the pianist, Ethel Brown, plays up a storm here! Of
Brother Woodman's efforts, I picked up most on
‘Lovin' Man’, a punchy mid-tempo rocker that
earns a thumbs-up from the Bun, and the Kokos
sound good on their two, especially ‘You've Been
Cheating’. The Native Boys’ track is an attractive
ballad, & the NuTones’ two un-issued items are
pleasant acapella, well sung. Ray Frazier presents
us with a ska-like blues, while Danny Boy Owens’
track has a commercial edge to it. The chord
structures & harmonies on Gene Moore’s ballad
are quite complicated for a doo-wop piece, and of
the Debonaires’ trio the Coasters-like ‘For The
Woman I Love’ came out top. The remainder’s all
very listenable and likeable too, so make Ace a
happy company and invest in this Combo
selection.
Hardrock Bunter

Clarence Garlow had retired from performing by
the mid-60s, and died in 1986. This CD acts as an
excellent tribute to a remarkable talent.

Various Artistes - Combo Vocal Groups Vol.3
- Ace CDCHD 863
Look What You've Done To Me/Hold Me (The Sharps)
| Devil Kissed An Angel/My Darling (George Lebrune
& The Native Boys) | I Love You So (T. L. Clemons &
Sir Nites) | Take My Heart (The Paramounts) | Aye
Senorita (The Echoes) | Where Are You Tonight?
(Delmar Wilburn & The Squires) | Why/Lovin'Man
(Brother Woodman & The Chanters) | Believe Me
Dear/You've Been Cheating (The KoKos) | Valley Of
Lovers/Oh Let Me Dream (The Native Boys) | At
Midnite/Love Affair/ Beans'n'Greens (The NuTones) |
King Of Lovers/I've Been Dreaming (Ray Frazier &
The Blenders) | All This & Heaven Too (Danny Boy
Owens) | Only A Dream (Gene Moore & The Chimes)
| For The Woman I Love/Christmas Time/Crazy Santa
Claus (The Debonaires) | Darling I Love You/Juanita
(Unknown Group) | Yacka Hoom Boom (Al Smith &
The Savoys) | Alright Baby (Jesse Belvin) |

Show Review
Mojo Buford at the Borderline, London
June 26, 2003.
A
small
but
highly
enthusiastic crowd witnessed
the welcome return of a
bluesman who, for some
years, blew harp in Muddy
Waters’ band and, indeed,
there were a few tributes
paid to the mighty Muddy this
evening by the star of the
show, George “Mojo” Buford.
Buford looked, sang and played well tonight, but
the backing band called, I believe, the Union, were
often
messy
in
their
mid-to-uptempo
accompaniments, none more so than in the case
of ‘I'm Ready’, where artist and band played in
different keys throughout. Easily the most
enjoyable songs played tonight were, for me, the
slow blues items, most of all a gutsy take on
Jimmy Rogers’ ‘That’s All Right’. As mentioned
earlier, George frequently plundered the repertoire
of his former boss (as many ex-Waters sidemen
are prone to do these days) and, although
‘Hootchie Coochie Man’ and ‘Dope Blues’
sounded reasonably good,

This third and last
volume of material
recorded for Jake
Porter's
Combo
label contains more
material, previously
issued and unissued, by artists
featured on the
previous two sets.
Of the 28 tracks, 15
see the light of day for the first time and some of
these are acapella demos. As usual, the general
presentation of the CD is immaculate, with
informative notes from Steve Propes, and the
booklet bears many examples of the Combo label
design and rare photos.
The Sharps (later the Rivingtons of ‘Papa Oo Mow
Mow’ fame) turn up with two offerings, one, ‘Look
What You Done To Me’ has a Latin edge to it, with
bass voice Rocky Wilson III having fun, and the
un-issued ‘Hold Me’ is a nice bluesy shuffle. The
George Lebrunes haven't been out before, he

I was disappointed by the sound of the set closer,
‘Mojo Working’, and so, I felt, was Buford;
accustomed to playing the song in a busy, urgent
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manner as true bluesmen play it he had to tolerate
the band limping away in a disco-like tempo.
There were also a couple of standards thrown in
(not quite thrown away), these being ‘Sweet Home
Chicago’ and ‘Messin’ With The Kid’. Encoring on
Little Walter’s ‘Off The Wall’, it was time to hit the
road. A show with mixed feelings for me
personally; had Big Joe Louis and the Blues Kings
been behind Buford rather than the band chosen
tonight (here's one Union that wasn’t 100%
strong) this would have been a cracker. But, of
course, that would have meant standing in the
broom cupboard that is ‘Ain't Nothin’ But’ for an
extended period of time (time they knocked a wall
down, innit?); thanks to the rather more spacious
Borderline for putting on this show; may there be
more to come at this particular venue.

capital recently, he proved his worth a thousand
times over.
Kicking off his career as Howlin’ Wilf, with his
band the Vee-Jays, he initially sang and played
harp (played real good too), then by the early ‘90s
he became James Hunter (with his band The
Jokers), swapped the harp for a guitar, and
worked constantly around London; a 1996 album
on Ace, ‘Believe What I Say’, included duets with
Van Morrison and Doris Troy. Much more
recently, he has made highly successful trips to
the States and to Germany, and there will
hopefully be a new album soon.
To the 100 Club show, then, and James’ current
band consists of Damien Hand and Lee Badau on
tenor and baritone saxes respectively, bassman
Jason Wilson and drummer Jonathan Lee. All did
an excellent job on regularly-featured songs such
as James’ own ‘Better Luck Next Time’, ‘Kick It
Around’ ‘Way Down Inside’ and ‘I'll Walk Away’
and standards such as ‘Searchin’, ‘A Lover’s
Question’, ‘Dearest’, ‘Hallejulah I Love Her So’,
‘Iko Iko’, and JB’s ‘Out Of Sight’. A standard of a
more classic, jazzy nature featured by James, Ray
Noble’s ‘The Very Thought Of You’ was treated
with the appropriate amount of sensitivity, and
there were a couple of new songs heard, from
James’ pen, including the excellent ‘Don’t Come
Back’. An instrumental played during the second
set apparently requires a title; remembering ‘Wilf's
Wobble’ from 1986, how about ‘James’ Jump’??!!
Also during the second set we heard an
interesting, ska-like rendition of ‘You Send Me’,
most unusual.

Show Review
James Hunter at the 100 Club,
London, 14/6/03, and at the Fiddler’s
Elbow, London, 22/6/03.
I have been a fan of
blues and soul music
now ever since chart
R&B meant the likes of
Otis Redding, of Sam &
Dave,
Aretha,
the
Tams, and Tami Lynn,
and when, thanks to
Mike Raven, you heard
Magic Sam, Otis Rush,
and James Carr on
Radio One. The quality
of blues/soul product by
American artists made
me flatly refuse to
believe that the British counterparts could create
anything as good; for me, only Steve Winwood
managed to grasp the American sound, the feel of
soul and blues, with Spencer Davis. For years I
steadfastly held this view until, around the mideighties, thanks to radio shows hosted by such as
Paul Jones and Stuart Colman, I noticed there’d
been a new generation of singers and musicians
across the UK who had really taken the trouble to
work at achieving a genuinely authentic sound
(not just in R&B and soul, but in Rock’n’Roll too.)
Most of these people still work in pubs and clubs
today and, when it comes to choosing personal
favourites, the Houserockers, Darrel Higham and
the Rimshots cover Rock’n’Roll & rockabilly; Big
Joe Louis and his band are the finest exponents
of Chicago-styled blues, Mike Sanchez is, for me,
the undisputed king of rockin’ R’ ‘& B, and the
prize for soul/blues could only be claimed by
James Hunter, simply the best, most expressive
singer to emerge from this country, and at two
excellent shows that Lee and I caught in the

The second show in this feature took place at the
Fiddler's Elbow, in Chalk Farm, the new
headquarters of the ‘Come Down & Meet The
Folks’ people, an enjoyable music session held
every Sunday afternoon and run by Big Steve of
the Arlenes & Alan Tyler, a fine country singersongwriter. On this occasion we saw the James
Hunter Trio; on bass was the superb Dave
Lagnado, who some years ago worked with, and
earned the respect of, Jerry Lee Lewis. On drums
was Brian Nevill, who I have seen working with
Big Joe Louis, and Paul Ansell. James’ guitar style
reminds me very much of Jimmy Nolen (James
Brown’s axeman for many years) with its sharp
rhythmic approach, and his soloing was pretty
fiery, in a style sitting somewhere between Roy
Buchanan and Buddy Guy. Us regular J.H. showgoers were treated to a few rarely-played goodies,
such as the Drifters’ ‘Money Honey’, Arthur
Gunter’s ‘Baby Let’s Play House’, Johnny ‘Guitar’
Watson’s ‘Gangster Of Love’, Jimmy Rogers’
‘That's All Right’, ‘Baby Please Don’t Go’ (with a
nod to Van in terms of arrangement) and,
probably most interesting of all, an easy-swingin’
take on the standard ‘September In The Rain’. An
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excellent show but, there again, they all are where
James Hunter’s concerned; a below-par show
would be simply unimaginable. Which endeth my
account; for those who still refuse to believe a boy
from Blighty can achieve a genuine soul/blues
sound in the manner of a Brown, or a Cooke, go
see James Hunter and be utterly amazed.
Clubbing Clark

Lastly, a CD on the
Temple label (No.
COMD 2092) by
Mike Whellans, a
“one man blues
band” in the Doctor
Ross style (though
he
lists
his
influences as the
similar
Joe
Hill
Louis, also Freddie
King, Duster Bennett and John Lee Hooker).
‘Almost 42nd Street’ is a 14-tracker that I found
highly enjoyable; Whellans, a Scottish laddie,
sings and plays all instruments (electric/acoustic
guitars, harmonica, bass drum, hi-hat and
percussion) excepting the piano which is played
by Graham Scott. “Good time blues all the way”,
says the release sheet and I see no reason to
disagree. Five songs were written by Mike;
‘Ragtime Joe’ is a good acoustic blues, ‘Jumpin’ In
The Neighbourhood’ has a slight jazz tinge to it,
and I (as well as the audience in this live
recording) took a shine to a bit of harmonica fun
entitled ‘Smile On Your Face’, in which, at one
point Whellans gives a pretty convincing
impersonation of a drum solo using his mouth. Of
the covers, I liked his stab at Keb ‘Mo’s ‘Am I
Wrong’, with its nice use of wah-wah guitar, also
Blind Willie McTell’s ‘Warm It Up To Me’
impressed, as did J.B. Hutto’s ‘Hip Shakin’, with
some good slide technique. There’s a great Sonny
Terry feel to ‘Meet Me At The Bottom’, and John
Lee Hooker’s ‘I’m In The Mood’ gets a sensitive
reading. Fine all-round performance then from
Mike Whellans, good-time blues indeed. Temple’s
website details are www.templerecords.co.uk and
you can write to them at Shillinghill, Temple,
Midlothian, Scotland EH23 4SH.

In Brief
Three widely contrasting
CDs for you this month.
‘Jazzin’ is a new CD by
singer Ray Lee, a name
new to me, but he has a
pleasant singing style,
very smooth indeed.
Among the sidemen on
this
CD
(catalogue
number CODI 1) we find
tenor saxist Julian Siegal, one of the country’s upand-coming players, and his and the other guys’
support are excellent. I particularly liked the easygoing take on ‘Route 66’, the version of Van The
Man’s ‘Moondance’ was capably handled,
Clarence Henry’s ‘Evil Ways’ bore funky ways, the
set’s ballads, ‘Bewitched’, ‘You Go To My Head’
and ‘Stardust’, were well done. R&B fans will go
for a mid-tempo version of Clifton Chenier’s ‘One
Step At A Time’, good piano from James Pearson
on this. A good effort from Ray, not sure about
availability,
but
click
on
to
www.rayleesinger@yahoo.co.uk and no doubt
you'll get the lowdown in regard to purchase.
Next, a CD which was handed to me by Imposing
Ed, by Walter Mitty’s Head, entitled ‘Head On’.
The band comprises David Ormerod on guitar and
vocals, Scott Wilkinson (brother of our very own
Shaky Lee who also offers a brief-ish note in the
insert) on guitar and harmonica, Graeme Lomax
on bass guitar, and Andy Davies on drums. Lee
describes the band’s style as “a veritable stew of
potent R&B influenced spikey punkiness” which is
pretty much right on the button. I enjoyed all
thirteen songs, but those that scored especially
high on the Buntermeter was the opener ‘Elvis’s
Hips’, with its great lyric about how the guy
favours the King’s swivel over Mick Jagger’s pout.
Also good were the fairly sinister ‘Platform 5’,
‘Watchin’, with its chunky guitar riffs, and the
catchy ‘Can't Stop’. The R&B influence is visible
on the slow, bluesy, ‘Mixed Up’ and on an
interesting version of Bo’s ‘Who Do You Love’.
This CD was recorded five years ago now but
should be available at band gigs, or, alternatively,
click on to www.subnet.co.uk for more info. Those
who like their R&B loud and powerful will go for
this one.

Still Brief
Recently I was able to witness an enjoyable show
at the 100 Club in London featuring Darrel
Higham and the Enforcers, with special guest
Imelda Clabby. I learned that both have new CDs
just released, so I picked 'em up and gave 'em a
listen. Imelda's CD, her first,
is entitled "No Turning
Back", and is on the Foot
Tapping label (FT008). It's a
mixture
of
original
compositions and covers,
15 tracks in all, and this
talented Irish lass is backed
by Darrel himself on guitar
(and I would assume it's his duet vocal on the
version of the Everly's 'Til I Kissed You'),
Enforcers' drummer Rob Tyler, John Scanlon on
bass and James Compton on piano and
harmonica; also, from the Mike Sanchez band,
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Saxman Al Nicholls and trumpeter Dave Priseman
crop up on a song or two, it's Dave you hear on
Imelda's own 'Forever You and Me', sung very
much in the torch style, and Nicholls is heard on
another original, 'Hurry Up'. 'What To Do' was also
written by Imelda and is pleasant.

Boogie Bo Bunter’s
Boppin’ Birthday
Bash
at the King and Queen, Foley Street,
London, England 4/7/03.

I was keen to see how she would do on the covers
(I particularly enjoy her versions of Wynona Carr's
songs) and her takes on Sonny Boy Williamson's
'Dealin' With The Devil', Elmore James' 'Cry For
Me Baby', Baker Knight's 'Bring My Cadillac Back',
Pat Cupp's 'Do Me No Wrong', Skeeter Davis's
'End Of The World', Cliff Richard's (long before he
felt the blade on his shoulders) 'No Turning Back'
from "Serious Charge" in which young Harry
starred alongside Anthony Quayle, and Ronnie
Self's 'Flame Of Love' are all top-notch. The whole
set makes for an impressive debut; maybe 'Act
Right' will be on the follow-up.

Text and bad hangover by Brian Clark.
As Billy Brown would have put it, did we have a
party!! Before I give you an idea of who attended
this birthday celebration let me first thank
everyone who came along, and especially those
who delighted me with their presents as well as
their presence. The cards were also deeply
appreciated, and the evening itself was adjudged
by all to have been a great success. Special
thanks go out to the staff of the King and Queen
for preparing a truly tasty buffet and for the use of
the music system, out of whose speakers boomed
(I hope) an enjoyable mix of music.

Darrel's new album,
"Urban Jamboree", is
also on Foot Tapping
(FT007)
and
is
another
powerful,
rockin' collection. The
regular
Enforcers
(Mick Wignall on
bass
and
the
aforementioned Rob
Tyler) keep it rocksolid on all 15 songs;
Darrel consolidates his reputation as the UK's
finest interpreter of Eddie Cochran material with
Teddy Randazzo's 'I Don't Like You No More', a
song featured by Eddie on a "Boy Meets Girl"
appearance on UK TV in 1960. Additionally,
Darrel always does a fine job with Elvis material
(his version of 'Way Down' at the 100 Club show
was a set highspot) and on this CD we have a
scorching rendition of 'Burning Love' and rarities in
the form of 'Clean Up Your Own Backyard' and
'Pocketful Of Rainbows'. There's a nod to Eddie
C's closest buddy with 'She She Little Sheila', and
tasty versions of Delbert Barker's 'No Good Robin
Hood', Billy Burnette's 'Didn't Start Livin', Johnny
Carroll's 'Crazy Crazy Lovin', the Ventures' 'Walk
Don't Run', even Donovan's 'Sunshine Superman'
gets a Higham makeover!

Anyway, among the party revellers were Brian J,
Shaky Lee, Tonys Wilkinson and Papard, Keith
Johnson & Keith Woods, Ken Major, the Funkster,
“Martha’s" Matt (great to see ya!) Darren Vidler
and Dave Woodard, Dart Carson, Chuck Daines
was there, excitedly telling me about his next
project, an album of Chicago blues classics. Can’t
wait. Great to see various friends and supporters
of the magazine such as Dave Travis flying in
especially from Hedge End, Paul Sandford and
partner Lesley (many London/South-East readers
will doubtless remember the superb "Moondogs"
record store in East Ham that Paul ran for many
years), Dave Webb (responsible, along with Dave
T., for the incredible Cajun all-star show held at
the Grand in ‘93, also thanks Dave for some great
times/shows while in Newport for the Jerry Lee fan
club conventions), Cliff White and Dave Penny,
both now connected with Proper Records, also
long-time buddies Andy, Cathy and Roger, from
Ilford, and Nicki, who has recently begun a singing
career with the famed London Community Gospel
Choir. Thanks once more to everyone for helping
th
me celebrate my 45 birthday, let’s rock it again
next year!!
Booze-ridden Brian

Hemsby Response

Another winner from a guy who seems to deliver
the goods every time, great stuff! Regarding
availability, write to Foot Tapping records at, 28,
Cranford Avenue, Church Crookham, Fleet, Hants
GU52
6QU
or
log
on
to
www.foottappingrecords.com; as I've discovered,
the CDs are also available at gigs so, see the
show, buy the CDs, get the T-shirt, etc. Ciao!!
Brief Bunter

To Rockin’ Lee,
I have read your article “Hemsby-Behind The
Scenes" in TFTW #31 with interest and, indeed,
utter amazement, my eyes getting progressively
wider and my lower jaw sagging slowly to the floor
as you relate the everyday tasks of a stage
manager at a Hemsby Weekender. Realising that
you (and the other Kats’n’Kittens that form The
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Frolicks from The
Funkster

Weekender
staff)
perform
these
tasks
weekender-in, weekender-out you deserve to be
credited in any Hemsby review. And so you shall
be in future as long as I’m covering the event. My
apologies for not training the spotlight on the
aspects of the Weekender other than visiting
American artists, but this is due to, 1) my being an
aspiring rather than professional reporter who’s
conscious of keeping articles at a certain length,
as required by the Editor, and 2) my staying in a
Yarmouth hotel as opposed to on-site; because of
these arrangements I can only report on what I
see at a Weekender and, by and large, this
means having to see the major U.S. acts. I would
love to see events such as the talent show, the
fancy dress, certainly the jam session (I’ll
occasionally catch a lunchtime/afternoon gig in the
Queen Vic), and suchlike but, as I am not a car
driver, and due to my driving pals wanting to do
other things (sightsee or whatever), it’s not
possible. Good or bad excuse, that’s the picture.
Ken suggests that any TFTW readers who stay on
camp may like to give us some input into Hemsby
events other than what we cover, so feel free to
do so, let us know about the peripherals (Bunberg
says you can get something for that at the
chemist).

I hope that our esteemed editor doesn’t leave
anything else on the 414 bus (I know the route
well, Fulham High Street to Maida Vale via
Knightsbridge and Marble Arch). I left some LPs
on a train once (and no... I wasn’t drunk) so I can
relate to that.
Anyway I just returned from my trip to the Big
Apple and a good time was had, ending with a
concert in Long Island by our ole chum Jerry Lee
and Dion. Those of you who have been to New
York will probably know that a few stops along the
subway (The Lincoln Centre) there happens to be
an extremely fine Tower Records (there is also a
Virgin Megastore in Times Square but it palls
really). Amongst the goodies I picked up were
‘Night Beat-Sam Cooke’, ‘Live At The New
Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival 2001’ (this
was on DVD) and ‘Waylon Live’ (a 2 CD set taken
from performances in Texas back in September
1974).
In my local Woolworths I picked up the ‘Definitive
Drifters’, a recent compilation which covers all
variations of the group’s line-up with such goodies
as ‘Let The Boogie Woogie Roll’, ‘Such a Night’,
‘White
Christmas’
,’Lucille’,
‘Under
The
Boardwalk’, ‘Dance With Me’, ‘Save The Last
Dance For Me’, ‘Drip Drop’, ‘Money Honey’
through to ‘You’re More The Number In My Little
Red Book’. Sleeve notes by Charlie Gillett. I recall
back in the ‘70s buying an album (2 LPs)
compiled by Bill Millar but that only had 40 tracks
and didn’t dig too deeply into the earlier hits.

One thing I can say Lee, is that the DJs at
Hemsby always do a great job each night, playing
a great mixture of current club favourites and alltime classics (Wild Cat Pete’s sets, to me, are
always impeccable). Also, I’ve always loved the
vintage cars/bikes/hot-rods seen around the
camp; as I have a number of photos of these, I’ll
try and stick one or two in as part of our feature.
As for stalls, if I come away with less than 30 CDs
at a Weekender, it’s a miracle!

ACE have been at it again with mid-price reissues of B.B. King’s Crown albums ‘B.B. King
Wails’ and ‘My Kind Of Blues’, both with bonus
titles from recording sessions held about the
same time as well as alternate takes. At £6.99 a
steal, while at Proper, their re-issue series
continues to go ahead with great releases.
‘Swinging The Devil’s Dream-Spade Cooley’ is 52
Western swing tracks covering the period 1944
through to 1952 and a host of labels including
Decca, Okeh, RCA and Columbia and ‘The
Ravens-Birds Of a Feather’ contains 50 group
vocal and R&B sides from 1946 through to 1952.

Anyway, we’ll do our best to redress the balance
in future with our Hemsby coverage; all the
backstage staff deserve major pats on the back.
I’m happy to say that Hemsby 31 will, for me,
mark 10 years of attending consecutive
Weekenders, and each and every one has scored
a big 100% on the fun-o-meter. Mind you, a stage
manager may or may not share that view!!
Keep Rockin’!
Brian Clark

Perhaps though one of my particular favs is ‘High
Noon-Frankie Laine’, again a 50-track trawl
through his hits with Mercury. ‘That’s My Desire’
(1946 charting into 1947), ‘Shine’, ‘Two Loves
Have I’ and when A&R man Mitch Miller moved to
Columbia Records in 1951 Frankie followed him
and was rewarded with a monster ‘Jezebel’ (which
had actually been a B side) followed later in 1951
with another chart smash ‘Jealousy’. The set
continues with some spirited duets with Doris Day

(Can I just add that the quality of the backstage
work must be evident in the fact that it hardly ever
receives comment – if it didn’t work, I’m sure we’d
be the first to complain about it – H)
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and Jo Stafford aided with some fine tasty steel
guitar from Speedy West on ‘Settin’ The Woods
On Fire’ and ‘Hey Good Lookin’. Who can forget
Laine’s rendition of ‘High Noon’? There have been
numerous re-issues of Frankie’s ‘Greatest Hits’ or
‘Best Of’s’ but all being re-makes; what you get
here are the originals. There are two Bear Family
box sets covering his career with Mercury through
to the 1960s but they would appeal only to the
committed Laine fan who must have everything.
They are normally a penny under a tenner each
but I spotted them in HMV at £5.99 per set, or
even at 3 for £20 (which is actually more
expensive – H). Most of the Proper doubles were
even cheaper – there’s a Doris Day, a Kay Starr, a
Gerry Mulligan (I know nothing about jazz), a set
of Willie Nelson demos and a Red Foley all at
£4.99.

Welcome once again to the only soul read you
need, the KITCHEN. As we move into the next
quarter, there's plenty of amazing soul queuing up
to amaze and thrill you. This month we turn the
spotlight on one of the greatest Southern soul
voices
Willie
Hobbs,
compiled by a cast of
thousands. But first......
CD OF THE MONTH
LOOKING GOOD
MOD CLUB CLASSICS UK BGP 153
SUGAR PIE DE SANTO
Do The Whoo Pee : JAMES CARR Who's Been
Warming My Oven : ROGER COLLINS She's Looking
Good : YOUNG HOLT TRIO Wack Wack : IKE & TINA
TURNER I Can't Believe What You Say : MARY LOVE
Lay This Burden Down : DANNY WHITE Keep My
Woman Home : JUNIOR WELLS Checking On My
Baby : LITTLE SONNY Wade In The Water : BILLY
HAWKS I Got A Woman : RICHARD BERRY & THE
PHARAOHS Have Love Will Travel : MONGO
SANTAMARIA ORCHESTRA Don't Bother Me :
CHUCK JACKSON I Keep Forgetting : BETTYE
SWANN Make Me Yours : LOWELL FULSON Tramp :
RICHARD BERRY & THE PHARAOHS Louie Louie :
TERRY & JERRY Mama Julie : B B KING I've Got
Papers On You Baby : MOSE ALLINSON Parchman
Farm : GEORGE STONE Hole In The Wall.

This marvellous hodgepodge collection of soul
blues and R&B is
plucked
from
a
variety of labels, of
varying vintage, all
adding up to a trip
back to a sixties
soul
party.
The
majority
of
this
collection
were
generally big hits on
the London club
scene during the
sixties and need very little introduction; some of
these tracks are still ringing in my ears, from the
magic Flamingo Club, the Scene, and later Tiles
days, memories many will treasure I'm sure, even
ex mod Brain.

(Funkster actually supplied quite a lot of photos of his
trip but they were too dark to be reproduced – H)

You’ll probably ask though, what was Jerry Lee
like? The original plan was for him to open for
Dion but, because of problems with his aircraft,
Jerry didn’t arrive at the venue until l0:30 and went
on stage at 10:45. Dion had already over
extended his set along with another guest, Jay
Black (of Jay and The Americans fame). Jerry
was on stage for almost an hour; there were no
surprises in his set although a request for ‘Who
Will The Next Fool Be’ toward the end was
granted. I had shouted for ‘Old Glory’, a new (as
yet un-issued) single from his recent Memphis
sessions. My companion remarked “The band
probably don’t know it.” Hell, I know of songs that
Jerry has thrown in on a whim at U.K. shows and
left the group stumbling around wondering what
the f*ck is this song). I didn’t get back to my
Manhattan hotel until around 2:30 am the next
morning but a highly enjoyable end to a great trip.
(If you are in N.Y. at any time try out a great Irish
pub ‘The Pig and Whistle’ at 992 Third Avenue
between East 54th/55th Streets).

The Funkster







An extremely rare membership card
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Guy Stevens was the general in those days who
would play US imports from remote to unknown
record companies, (Southern Soul!), which were
adopted by the insomniac fashionable mod scene
at the time. The content’s authenticity may not be
spot on, but the CD's programme is an attempt to
create a representation of an imaginary late night
smoky dive's play list populated by mods, who
wanted more groovy dance oriented dance music
as they crossed over from modern jazz. Enough
of this dribble… what about the music? As I said
nothing rare, but it's a winner all the way.

with very little known about his background and
early years. Information regarding his recordings
is also nonexistent; he would simply turn up and
lay down the vocals on an often completed
backing track and head on home, naturally, as it
was, never receiving a single dime from any of
these records.
He
was
born
1st
September
1944
in
Doeron, Georgia. We can
only assume he took the
normal
soul
path,
performing in public from
an early age, involved
with the church, and
doing the talent contest
rounds, before hooking
up with manager Dave
Smith, whom he stayed
with during his entire
recording career. His
debut on record was in
1968 with a dazzling
cover of Bobby Bland's
'Cry, Cry, Cry' (SB3), his
raw crying vocals interwoven with a protruding sax
is magic b/w a glorious floater 'Under The Pines'
for Major Bill Smith's Soft records, who also
owned Le Cam and Charay records. Hobbs was
to have singles out on each of these logos with
two singles leased to Mercury. 'Action' also
features Pic & Bill. In his early years he befriended
Roscoe Robinson becoming great buddies. His
next move was to one of Shelby Singleton's
affiliated labels Silver Fox on which two singles
were issued. Dave Smith set up his own label
Bandit late 1969, which reissued 'Yes My
Goodness'.

From the moment Sugar Pie's 'Do The Whoo
Pee', written by the then fledging Joe Simon,
booms out of the speakers the listener is carried
along on pure stonking pumped vocals. "Watch
me now" she cries, with a sax so urgent it could
trample over lesser instruments. Tumultuous stuff
indeed, you know you're onto a winner from the
start. James Carr makes another recent CD
appearance with his Memphis stormer 'Who's
Been Warming My Oven' which until recently has
remained un-issued. The immortal soul classic is
provided by Bettye Swann, with 'Make Me Yours'
the unmistakable finger clicking intro leaps out.
Also falling into this bag is Chuck Jackson's
powerful breathless gritty delivery on 'I Keep
Forgetting', with a heavy dose of blaring brass.
Vintage blues comes from one of the most
celebrated Chicago bluesmen, Jr Wells with his
'Checking On My Baby'. Then to Memphis for the
lavishly stylish big band blues sound from B B
King on Magic Sam's 'I've Got Papers On You
Baby'.
I've always rated Roger Collins’ soul antique
'She's Looking Good', this hot horn driven slab of
Stax-ish inspired soul outing simply cooks, a real
sixties mover. Soul dish Mary Love grasping
Northern Motown-ish floor filler is a storming soulish gallop, with rumbling bass line, big brass, and
amazing vocals. If one track sums up the whole
period for me it's Mongo Santamaria’s percussion
Latin soul piece, which sits perfectly on the
agenda. A superb compilation, resulting in an
incredible journey back to a lost era, where the
variety of styles all sit comfortably together, and
as neatly sewed as an Italian suit. As always with
Ace, a comprehensive booklet, rare pics and label
scans.
RATING (out of 5) 4 and five eighths Soulboys

John Richbourg approached Hobbs in 1971 to
record for a new label he was setting up, Seventy
Seven, after Richbourg’s Sound Stage 7 contract
with Monument expired in December 1970. Hobbs
christened the label with an unusual messy
rippling beater 'You Don't Know What You've Got
(Until You Lose It)', which was originally recorded
by Kenny Gamble, but it's the b side, 'Where Did I
Go Wrong', that builds in passion as Hobbs’
suitably raw vocal begged for an explanation. This
single, which until now has been Hobbs biggest
seller, selling well regionally, reputedly shipping
close on half a million copies.



Mid 1971, Sound Stage 7 was back with another
distribution deal, this time with Columbia, but it
wasn't until 1973 that Hobbs found his name on a
release, and what a release, 'Till I Get It Right' a
delicate uptempo arrangement, "I'm like a
wounded bird, hungry for the sky" he pitifully cries,
b/w an emotional version of 'Dark End Of The
Street', but adds little to James Carr's original.

WILLIE HOBBS.
Willie Hobbs is one truly worshipped great of
Southern Soul, who had an extensive recording
career for various labels during the late sixties to
mid seventies, without any measure of real
success, but his 45s are a must collect for any
true soul fan. His history is shrouded in mystery,
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Richbourg, like many Southern label owners
would use a variety of studios throughout the
south, and Hobbs’ recording sessions were held
mainly at Muscle Shoals, under the umbrella of
Richbourg. Occasionally he was sent off to
Philadelphia to work with Bobby Martin. You could
say these were Hobbs’ golden years, this period
brought forth some of his deepest and best work.

to say I do.
As we knelt down to pray,
I could hear her whisper, darling I love you.
As we turned, and started out the church,
the rice was thrown outside.
As we started down the steps, she put her arms
around me,
and said darling, everything gonna be alright, aarh
aarh, help me somebody.
Somebody tell me, how could my baby know,
that this would be our last day together, ooh ooh
ugh ha.
I'm a lonely man, and lord I would just like to
know...
Somebody tell me, how could my baby know,
that this would be our last day together.

During the Seventy Seven period Richbourg also
set up Sound Plus, and Luna records which he
used as secondary labels to 77 and later for reissues. Hobbs had just the one release on Sound
Plus, the brisk punchy beater 'Tomorrow (I'll Begin
To Make New Plans)'. But it's the mid-tempo flip
'Judge Of Hearts' that must be one of the all time
soul moments, and creeping into being a well
covered classic.

As we started down the highway,
long destination unknown.
I thought we had two weeks together,
and looked like nothing could ever go wrong, no.
But I still remember, as the thunder began to roar,
and the lighting began to flash.
Spoken. She laid her head on my shoulder,
aaarrgh, just before the crash,
yeah.
Help me somebody, please.
Somebody tell me, how could my baby know,
that this would be our last day together, oh yeah
Somebody tell me, how could my baby know,
that this would be our last day together, oh yeah
Here I stand baby,
lord the last time by your side, ugh ugh
and every night I ask the lord, yeah,
oh lord why you wanna let her die.
Here I am baby, yeah,
the last time by your side,
and I must go, yeah,
all I can do is sit around, sit around, yeah, sit
around and cry, oh yeah.

Despite the high quality of his material a national
breakthrough proved elusive, but he was in
demand enough to tour extensively in the early
seventies, appearing on the same bill as Tyrone
Davis, Wilson Pickett and Joe Simon amongst
others. Record wise he seems to have bowed out
with a return to Dave Smith's North Carolina
Bandit label with a further four single releases,
sadly his last release 'Don't Take It Away' (SB5) is
certainly one of his best, a gentle looping shuffle,
with hummable hook. But then the story isn't quite
over. Hobbs seems to have reappeared late last
year with a comeback CD titled OUT OF THE
BOX. I stumbled on a very sparse review which
states, “Very glad to know of his comeback, still
soulful voice on any traditional Southern or more
modern styles. Hope more professional backing
sound on his next release”. So maybe this recent
activity will bring his name back into the spotlight.

Somebody, somebody tell me, how could my baby
know, yeah yeah
What a coup. At a huge expense its great to
welcome Soul Barry (Martin), at last to the kitchen,
for the first of many appearances, I hope.
Depends on his hunger. Let me tell you Barry
knows his soul from the inside and then some. Be
prepared to be dragged through the sewers of
soul where few dare to go. Maybe he will unlock
his soul cellar and share with us those deepest
and rusty rare platters, that don't often see
daylight.

CLICKS and FLUFF
HOW COULD MY BABY KNOW
(J Brantley) Sound Stage 7

SOUL BARRY'S TOP FIVE WILLIES
1 PLEASE DON'T LET ME DOWN (SB2)
An organ intro sets the mood straightaway for this
tortuous Southern soul ballad. Organ and guitar

As Soul Barry explains later this
is one hell of a deep soul record
As we walk down the aisle,
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weave intricately with Willie's voice throughout,
together with a good girlie backing. The result is a
masterpiece of deep soul. Definitely the man's
best!
2 HOW COULD MY BABY KNOW (SB1)
A real soap opera scenario on this one! It's the
man's wedding day. He leaves the church with his
new bride. They drive off in their car and go
through a thunderstorm. The car crashes. Willie
survives but his woman is killed. "Oh Lord why
you wanna let her die," he moans. The full stringladen backing makes this track less raw than
some of his other's, but nevertheless it is still a
superb slice of deep soul.
3 JUDGE OF HEARTS (SB4)
A change of tempo for this one. A good southern
mid-tempo groover, written by the man himself.
The horns provide good support on this one,
echoing Willie's voice throughout. It almost
sounds like a call and response between them!
Great stuff! I defy anyone to sit still whilst listening
to this one!
4 ONE WOMAN LOVER
The tempo slows down again for this Spencer
Wiggins-like ballad. Self-penned by Willie, with
lyrics like "I'm like an egg in a frying pan, She
turns me over and tells me I'm no man". (brilliant
wacky words SB) Willie is forced by his
dominating woman to be a one woman lover, but
he desperately wants to love someone else.
"Somebody tell me what's a man to do?” he
pleads at the end, finally breaking down in tears at
the fade-out. Brilliant!
5 I LOVE YOU MORE THAN YOU'LL EVER
KNOW
At just under six and a half minutes this one is a
tour de force of deep soul. Although it leans
nearer to the bluesier side than most of his other
tracks, it is still a good SOUL record. Again, this
one has great lyrics "I'm only flesh and blood,
baby, but I can be everything that you demand, I
can be president of General Motors, baby, or just
a tiny grain of sand" A down-home, but not
overpowering, guitar break midway pushes this
track still further into the blues territory but Willie's
aching vocal ensures that soul is very much to the
fore.
(SB?) = Soulboys top five.

SILVER FOX 5 Yes My Goodness Yes/The Game
Of Love
SILVER FOX 15 Where The Sweetness Lies/Love
'Em and Leave Em
BANDIT 1 Yes My Goodness Yes/The Game Of
Love
BANDIT 3 Yes My Goodness Yes/The Game Of
Love
1971
SEVENTY SEVEN 101 You Don't Know What
You Got (Until You Lose It)/ Where Did I Go
Wrong
SEVENTY SEVEN 108 Do Your Own Thing/I
Know I'm Gonna Miss You
SEVENTY SEVEN 113 (Please) Don't Let Me
Down/Nobody Has To Tell Me
1973
SEVENTY SEVEN 119 A Penny For Your
Thoughts/Big Legged Woman
SOUND STAGE 7 1510 Till I Get It Right/At The
Dark End Of The Street
SOUND STAGE 7 1511 Why Me/(Please) Don't
Let Me Down
1974
SOUND STAGE 7 1513 Mr Lovemaker/How
Could My Baby Know
SOUND PLUS 2140 Tomorrow (I'll Begin To
Make New Plans)/Judge Of Hearts
1975
BANDIT 5 I'll Love You More Than You'll Ever
Know/ Long version
BANDIT 7 Where The Sweetness Lies/Hard To
Get
BANDIT 9 Let's Steal Away/Tomorrow (I'll Begin
To Make New Plans)
BANDIT 11 Don't Take It Away/ Inst. Version
2002/2003
JaPres Out Of The Box CD
Unissued Silver Fox. Japanese album From
Atlanta to Birmingham. Let Me See Your
Kneecaps.
Unissued SS7. Charley compilation album. One
Woman Lover.
Definitely an alternative take of How Could My
Baby Know on Charly's Sound Stage 7 Story.
Duplicated record numbers are correct.
Thanks to the following for their much appreciated
help. Barry Martin, David Cole, Dickie Tapp, John
Ridley, Dave Thomas, and Linda Belcher.

WILLIE HOBBS’ 45s DISCOGRAPHY
1968
SOFT 1018 Cry Cry Cry/Under The Pines
SOFT 1018 Starvin' For Love/Under The Pines
SOFT 1018 A Woman Is A Nice Thing To Have
Around/Under The Pines
LE CAM 333 Cry Cry Cry/Action
SOFT 1030 Action/A Woman Like Her
CHARAY 38 Gloria/On The Move (inst)
1969
MERCURY 72839 Action/A Woman Like Her
MERCURY 72885 Gloria/On The Move (Issued as
Willie Hobbs & the Dirte Four)

SOUL DOCTOR
Do you have an aching soul problem or question
that's been bugging you for years, then submit
your soul ailment to the clinic and let the soul
doctor try and diagnose your problem.
BUNNY NEWS
Hold your breath, are you ready? Cello player, one
time member of The Sound Of Philadelphia house
band, MFSB, producer and arranger Larry Gold is
listed to appear on the 15th and 16th August at
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the Jazz Cafe. Billed as featured vocalists, along
with Carol Riddick is, yes the great one, legendary
Philadelphia operatic soul extraordinaire Bunny
Sigler*. Promoter BBEMUSIC stated on 21 July.
At this time he is due to appear. But do tread
carefully; these things have a habit of changing.
*Update 1/8/03 – Bunny will NOT appear
LOST SOULS
BARRY WHITE
Soul kitchen would like to raise one of Keith's very
large glasses to the recently departed Walrus of
love, Barry White.

US number 1 on Uni records. The orchestra also
scored with 'Love's Theme'. He secured a deal
with 20th Century for the Love Unlimited package,
including himself. White's husky passionate Isaac
Hayes influenced tones, along with a fusion of
soul and classical orchestration, established a well
wrought formula, where catchy soul melodies
were fused to sweeping arrangements, symphonic
soul, resulting in his first solo hit, and the
beginning of his hit train, in June 1973, 'I'm Gonna
Love You Just A Little Bit More Baby'.
Working with arranger Gene Page, and along with
a series of steamy seduction records, he enjoyed
major US and World Wide hits, 1973 'Never
Never Gonna Give Ya Up'. 1974 'Can't Get
Enough of Your Love Babe' and 'You're The First,
The Last, My Everything'. 1975 'What Am I Gonna
Do With You', 'I'll Do Anything You Want Me To'
and 'Let The Music Play' 1976 'You See The
Trouble With Me'. 1977 'It's Ecstasy When You
Lay Down Next To Me'. The hits temporally dried
up after his last major hit in 1978 with Billy Joel's
'Just The Way You Are'.

Born Barry Lee in Galveston, Texas on the 12
September 1944. He was raised in Watts, Los
Angeles, growing up singing gospel and teaching
himself to play the piano. From a very early age
he became very involved in the LA music scene.
At the age of eleven he played piano on Jesse
Belvin's hit 'Goodnight My Love'. White made
several records during the early sixties, under his
own name, and as a member of various LA vocal
groups, The Upfronts, ('Little Girl' on the
Lummtone records), The Atlantics, and The
Majestics. After singing and playing with local
groups with relatively little success, his luck
changed considerably when he hooked up with
Fred Smith and moved into producing and
arranging, notably 1963 Bob and Earl's (whom he
managed) 'Harlem Shuffle', and 1965 Jackie Lee's
'The Duck'. (Incidentally Jackie Lee was Bob and
Earls, Earl Cosby). His next move was working as
a talent scout for the Del-Fi/Mustang/Bronco
labels in Hollywood, eventually becoming head of
A&R in 1966, producing Viola Wills 'Lost Without
The Love Of My Guy' which went top 20 R&B, and
Felice Taylor's who had three hit records, 'I Feel
Love Coming On' being the more well known.

Sadly his soulfulness declined, as he lapsed into
middle of the road theatrical overkill, with
extravagant attire and jewellery. In 1987 he had a
UK top twenty hit with 'Sho' You Right'. In 1991 he
was back in the US charts with 'Put Me In Your
Mix' and in 1994 he was back at number one with
'Practice What You Preach'. Throughout his entire
career, even during the leaner times, he
maintained a huge idolatry, mainly female, fan
base, which he continued to satisfy with live
performances. Barry White had achieved a near
universal acclaim and popularity that few artists
achieve within their own lifetime. He died from
kidney failure on July 4th 2003, aged 58.
BOB BERG
The first ever CD I bought, before I even had a
CD player, was Bob Berg's SHORT STORIES,
1987. I was that impressed, it was one I had to
have in stock until eventually I lost the battle with
declining vinyl.
Soulboy has been known
to swing over to the Jazz
side
on
numerous
occasions, and Bob Berg
was high on my Jazz list as
a top saxophonist. So it
was with great sadness
that I learnt recently that he
had been killed instantly in
a collision with a truck
returning home to Long
Island after a gig in Seattle December 5th 2002.
Born April 7th 1951 in New York, Berg studied at
The High School of Reforming Arts, and The
Juilliard School. Influenced by Wayne Shorter he

Barry White established himself in the seventies
as a superstar. In 1969 he put together Love
Unlimited, a female vocal trio, Diana Taylor,
Glodean James, and Linda James. He also
founded the Love Unlimited Orchestra, a forty-one
piece ensemble to accompany himself and the
female trio, for which he conducted, composed
and arranged. In 1972 'Walking In The Rain (With
The One I Love)' gave the female group their first
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was originally attracted to free jazz, but on joining
up with Jack McDuff in 1969, Berg became more
intrigued by bop. His hard hitting tenor, and fine
soprano sax, became a popular front line choice,
working with legends such as Horace Silver 1974
- 1976, Cedar Walton 1976 - 1981. Then in 1984
he joined the Miles Davis line up, a move which
brought him into the Jazz forefront. In demand he
guested on literally a mountain of albums. During
the nineties he collaborated with guitarist Mike
Stern, and more recently as part of the quartet,
Four Walls Of Freedom. A regular at Ronnie
Scotts, where he would blow the place apart with
his hard driving rip roaring full flight playing. An
experience I wish I could have witnessed just
once more.

Double rations this month then - in future we will
coincide with the appropriate issue (June
appeared in TFTW 16)
The Ad-libs

Neighbour Neighbour/Lovely Ladies
Fontana 584
The Astors
Candy/I Found Out Atlantic 4037
Graham Bond Organisation Lease On Love/My Heart's
In Little Pieces
Columbia 7647
Ray Charles
I Gotta Woman/Without A Song
HMV 1437
Lee Dorsey
Ride Your Pony/Kitty Cat Song
Stateside 441
The Drifters
Follow Me/Outside World
Atlantic 4034
Shirley Ellis
The Puzzle Song/I See It, I Like It, I
Want It
London 9973
Brenda Holloway Operator/I'll Be Available
T Motown 519
Howlin Wolf
Ooh Baby/Tell Me What I've Done
Chess 8016
The Ikettes
Fine Fine Fine/How Come
Stateside 434
The Impressions Meeting Over Yonder/I Found That
I've Lost
HMV 1446

BRANDI WELLS
"Watch out, Brandi's on the move". Not anymore
as it's my sad duty to report her death on the 25th
March 2003.

Born in Philadelphia in 1955. She made her first
professional appearance with the group Twilight
while still at school. In 1972 she left the group to
join Major Harris's backing singers Brown Sugar.
In 1973 she formed Breeze, supporting/backing
such acts as Billy Paul, and Fat Larry's Band, as
well as recording in their own right on
Philadelphia's WMOT/Fantasy label. 'Replenish
My Love' b/w 'See Saw'. Breeze evolved into
Slick, with Brandi on lead vocals, they had two UK
chart entries in 1979, 'Space Bass' and 'Sexy
Cream', and in the States 'Sunrise' was a sizeable
charter. In 1981 she left the group for a solo
career. Her debut solo project was soon on the
US R&B charts with the single 'When It's Love'
WMOT records, she followed this up with the
album WATCH OUT. The title track became her
biggest hit, 27 US R&B, even making a one week
appearance on the UK charts at 74. She released
one further album, 21st CENTURY FOX on Omni
records in 1985.

Walter Jackson Welcome Home/Blowin' In The Wind
Columbia 7620
Jerry Lee Lewis Rockin' Pneumonia etc/This Must Be
The Place
Philips 1425
Little Anthony & The Imperials Take Me Back/Our Song
U Artist 1098
Little Milton
Who's Cheating Who/Ain't No Big
Deal On You
Chess 8018

AMAZING BUT TRUE SOUL FACTS
Al Wilson's 'Show and Tell' was a million seller,
earning Al a gold disc.

Barbara Mason Yes I'm Ready/Keep Him
London 9977
The Miracles
Tracks Of My Tears/Fork In The
Road
T Motown 522
Wilson Pickett
In The Midnight Hour/I'm Not Tired
Atlantic 4036

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
Once again we continue our walk through the
releases of 1965, continuing with July and August,
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The Ronettes

Is That What I Get For Love You/You
Baby
London 9976
The Shangri-La's
He's Got No Love/So Far Away
Red Bird 10030
Billy Stewart
Sitting In The Park/Once Again
Chess 8017
Booker T & The M G's Boot-Leg/Outrage
Atlantic 4033
The Velvelettes Lonely Lonely Girl Am I/I'm The
Exception To The Rule
T Motown 521
Jr Walker & The All Stars Do The Boomerang/Tune Up
T Motown 520
Dionne Warwick Here I Go Again/Only The Strong Pye
25310
Mary Wells
He's A Lover/I'm Learnin'
T Motown 439

The Temptations Since I Lost My Baby/You've Got To
Earn It
T Motown 526
The Wailers
Lonesome Feelings/There She Goes
Ska Beat 211
The Wailers
Play Boy/Your Love
Island 206
The Wailers
Hooligan/Maga Dog
Island 212
The Wailers
Hoot Nanny Hoot/Do You Remember
Island 211
Dee Dee Warwick We're Doing Fine/You Don't Know
Mercury 867
Dionne Warwick Here I Am/They Long To Be Close To
You
Pye 25316
Jackie Wilson
No Pity/I'm So Lonely Coral 72481

My top five of the month.
Lowell Fulson/Bob & Earl/Joe & Eddie/The
Spinners/Otis Redding

My top five of the month.
The Impressions/Little Milton/Lee Dorsey/Jr
Walker/Billy Stewart

Remember you're in safe
soul hands with......

SOULBOY

AUGUST
Bob & Earl
The Caravelles
Ray Charles
The Chiffons
Little Joe Cook
Bobby Day
The Dixie Cups
The Dixie Cups

Harlem Shuffle/I'll Come Running
Back
Sue 374
True
Love
Never
Runs
Smooth/Georgia Boy Polydor 59034
Love's Gonna Live Here/I'm A Fool
To Care
HMV 1457
Nobody Knows What's Goin' On/Real
Thing
Stateside 437
Stormy Monday Blues/ part 2
Sue 385
Rockin' Baby/Over & Over Sue 394
Two-Way-Poc-A-Way/That's Where
It's At
HMV 1453
Gee The Moon Is Shining Bright/I'm
Gonna Get You
Red Bird 10032

Keep on keeping on.









Marffa's Muffins
Well it’s been another busy month for me; I’ve
started a new job, got flown out to an Aircraft
carrier in the North Sea as part of an exercise, did
4 days at the Rock and Blues custom show last
week, and drove all the way from Derbyshire to
see [SPUNGE] at the Kings Head Fulham! It’s
now Thursday and I’m only just working out which
way is up. I haven’t compiled a list of
recommended gigs this month, sorry but as you
can see I haven’t had the time.

Lowell Fulson

Too Many Drivers/Key To My Heart
Sue 375
Marvin Gaye
Pretty Little Baby/Now That You've
Won Me
T Motown 524
Joe Haywood
Warm & Tender Love/I Would If I
Could
Island 218
The Ikettes
Prisoner Of Love/Those Words
Sue 389
Jimmy James & the Vagabonds Shoo Be Doo/We'll
Never Stop Loving You
Columbia 7653
Joe & Eddie
Farewell/Hey Nelly Nelly
Vocalion 9246
Marv Johnson
Why Do You Want To Let Me Go/I'm
Not A Plaything
T Motown 525
Jerry Lee Lewis I Know What It Means/Carry Me Back
To Old Virginia
London 9980
Ramsey Lewis Trio The 'In' Crowd/Since I Fell For You
Chess 8020
The Manhattans I Wanna Be/Searchin' For My Baby
Sue 384
The Maytals
My New Name/It's No Use Island 213
Big Jay McNeely Something On Your Mind/Back
Shack Track
Sue 373
Lee Perry
Wishes Of The Wicked/Hold Down
Otis Redding
Respect/I've Been Loving You Too
Long
Atlantic 4039
Sam The Sham/Pharoahs Ju Ju Hand/Big City Lights
MGM 1278
The Spinners
I'll Always Love You/Tomorrow May
Never Come
T Motown 523

Snickers ‘Game on’ @ the Millennium Dome
22/06/03.
Continued from TFTW 31.
The first thing that struck me on arrival the
previous day had been the enormity of the place.
With all the exhibition pieces taken out it looks
HUGE! Even with a reasonable size stage in there
for the weekend’s performances and all the skate
action, there was still an amazing feeling of space;
Sunday was no different. If you get a chance to
see the inside of it before it gets put to a proper
use, then do so.
Not rushing to get there, the first band I caught up
with was The Androids. Best known for their
recent novelty single ‘Do
it Beat
with212
Madonna’ they
Ska
proved to be surprisingly good and a lot rockier
than I expected. Ok, they aren’t going to be the
next AC/DC but they were still good and they went
down very well.
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Over at the other stage was a Swedish band
called Divisions of Laura Lee who wanted the
audience to dance but failed to play anything
remotely danceable! Oh, and the lead singer will
not be winning any beauty contests. That said,
they didn’t have a bad set of songs and may be
worth checking out in the future.

You could call this lot the Swedish Girls School
but that would not be fair to them as they [Sahara
Hotnights] are a lot prettier and far more talented.
Finishing with a fantastic cover of Suzi Quattro’s
‘Can the can’, they rocked big time, drawing in
people from the main stage. This was without a
doubt the best cover of the weekend. Due for
global domination sometime soon

Detroit disco rock mentalists Electric Six, still
riding on a high from the success of their two
recent hit singles (Danger, High Voltage and Gay
bar), performed for around forty minutes and
proved that they had other songs worthy of a hit.
Opening with ‘Remote Control’ and going quickly
on to ‘Naked pictures (of your Mother)’; a track
which will have some trouble getting airplay.

Being the daughter of a famous singer is going to
be both a help and a hindrance if you are going to
try and follow in Dad’s footsteps. Having no doubt
experienced the up side of this for a while it
stands to reason that the down side isn’t going to
be far away. Enter Kelly Osbourne, the sprog of
the King of darkness himself – Ozzie Osbourne,
who came on stage to a barrage of plastic bottles
being hurled by the baying crowd. Opening with
some drivel and shortly going on to more drivel
she had to keep moving to avoid being hit by
missiles. Now, I can’t condone this behaviour
but… she was asking for it! Behind her, the back
drop read ‘Kelly Osbourne – Shut up’, if only!! In
between songs she told us that we loved her
really! She also told the bottle throwers to suck
their mother’s dick! Spot the person that did well
in Biology, not! We were also invited to kiss her
‘fat arse’, we declined!

‘Electric Demons’ came across very well, a dancy
track which reminded me of a Tom Jones remix.
In fact, the lead singer’s voice was a real surprise;
he was very versatile and could hit some pretty
high notes when it came round to performing
‘Danger, High Voltage’. Predictably, this and ‘Gay
Bar’ got the crowd going very well and were
probably the best received. Recent turmoil in the
group has led to two members leaving midway
through the European tour; this didn’t seem to be
too much of a problem in the quality of the music
but may be the reason why they weren’t too
communicative with each other on stage. The last
song was a cover (the first of 3 covers that I heard
that day) of Queen – ‘Radio Ga Ga’. This was
performed quite well and got a lot of audience
interaction with the classic hand clapping.

Around 20 minutes into the set she announced
that it didn’t matter how many bottles were thrown,
she was being paid for an hour set and nobody
was going to get rid of her early; a fatal mistake!
A further volley of bottles and 10 minutes later she
left the stage in a huff never to be seen again.

Next up on the main stage was Reef. The West
Country rockers started with a new song, an old
song and then a cover (War pigs – Black
Sabbath) which all sounded a bit on the slow
side, as if they were on Mogadon! Shame really,
this lot have been around for a good few years
now and always put on a good live show, however
I wanted to see another band on the smaller
stage.

The last band of the evening was Inme. Well, they
didn’t get in me that’s all I can say. That being
said they have had pretty good reviews and
getting a headlining slot is normally a good sign,
but they didn’t do it for me.

Pimp + Support @ The Buffalo Bar, Highbury.
19/07/03
The most under-rated band of the whole
weekend, and certainly the band that deserved a
bigger and better audience – The Sahara
Hotnights hit the stage running and performed a
half hour set of songs from their recent album
‘Jennie Bomb’ and other sources. This all girl
Swedish punk/rock group are absolutely stonking!
Even songs that I had never heard before had my
foot tapping in about 30 seconds, such is their
ability to write and perform top songs. ‘No big
deal’ and ‘On top of your world’ are just pure
magic.

Situated outside Highbury and Islington Tube
Station is the Cock Tavern underneath which you
will find the Buffalo Bar. First up tonight for us
was Michael Dracula, a 4 piece consisting of
Bass, guitar, keyboards and drums; the drummer
was the only man. The three women were attired
in fifties style outfits whilst the drummer was a
jeans and T shirt man. Playing a sort of 80ish
mixture of Devo and ??????? The music was
actually a lot better when it was purely
instrumental; sadly the vocalist sounded a little too
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of a trend. Apart from that the venue isn’t too bad
at all, the air conditioning was a real winner.

raw for my liking and without passion.

So what can you expect from next month? Well,
I’m hoping to do a review of the [SPUNGE] gig
that I mentioned earlier and also a review of
Electric Six at Brighton from the end of June. I’m
also hoping to get hold of some more CDs to
review for the next issue.

MM

Adios!









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

Next up were Montana Pete. This lot were a bit
on the odd side. First of all the lead vocalist
behaved in the same way as the son ‘Nick’ does
from the TV show ‘My Family’. The man appeared
to be quite nutty in his onstage behaviour, telling
the audience that the next song was going to be a
quiet one and everybody should shut up, when
this didn’t work he started cursing the crowd. The
banter on stage between the performers was
funny but in the peculiar sense. Musically they
were very good, lots of chord and tempo changes
gave me the impression that they had listened to a
lot of Primus.

Dingwalls, Camden Town
th
Thursday 7 August (£15)
Dale Watson and the Lonestars
Heather Myles
Forum, Kentish Town
th
Sunday 10 August (£20)
Burning Spear
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Sunday 10 August (£15)
Southside Johnny and the Astbury Dukes
DeMontfort Hall Gardens, Leicester
(Concert For A Landmine Free World)
th
Sunday 10 August (£40)
Emmylou Harris, Steve Earl, Chrissie Hynde,
Billy Bragg, Ian McCulloch

Pimp started with the usual spoken word that
leads into the fabulous ‘Street life’, during which,
having left his slide at home, Dan the guitarist
showed us how to play a mean bit of slide guitar
using a mobile phone as a slide! It wasn’t to be
Dan’s night in the end as his Wah Wah peddle
broke a little further into his performance. Sarah
from Sweet Laredo joined the Pimp for backing
vocals on ‘Do you wanna drive in my car?’.
‘Drinkin’ bars’,
‘Head high’ and the normal
selection of tunes that you come to expect at a
Pimp gig followed culminating in ‘Pimp theme’.
This was a pretty lengthy version which ended
when Ryan’s keyboard took a dive into the crowd
when the stand toppled over
Just a quick note about the venue.
The Buffalo bar appeared to sell bottled drinks
only at the habitually extortionate prices; however
I was bowled over by the price of a single
measure of Baileys for my lovely girlfriend, £3.50
is taking the piss in my opinion and does seriously
put a black cloud on the evening. This is now the
second time I’ve seen Pimp in a venue such as
this (the other being the Tatty Boggle club) which
charge such ridiculously high prices for such
drinks, let’s just hope this doesn’t indicate the start

Regents Park, Open Air
th
Sunday 10 August (£16)
Kathryn Williams
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Monday 11 August (£22.50)
Patti Smith
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 12 /13 August (£17.50)
Terry Callier
The Spitz, Islington
th
Wednesday 13 August (£9)
Buck 65
The Garage, Highbury & Islington
th
Wednesday 13 August (£8)
McLusky
Underworld, Camden Town
th
Thursday 14 August (£TBA)
Killing Joke
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Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Tuesday 19 August (£14)
Chris Smither

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Tuesday 16 September (£10)
Chris Whitley
the slide guitar sensation from Louisiana

Brixton Academy
th
st
Wednesday/Thursday 20 /21 August (£22.50)
Beck

Sadler’s Wells Theatre
th
th
Wednesday/Thursday 17 /18 September
(£20/£25)
Richard Thompson
a thousand years of popular music

Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
st
Thursday 21 August (£15)
British Blues Night
with Savoy Brown, The Groundhogs, Stan
Webb’s Chicken Shack

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Saturday 20 September (£19.75)
Ocean Colour Scene

Canterbury Fayre
nd
th
Friday to Sunday 22 to 24 August

Barbican
th
Saturday 20 September (£11/£22.50)
Mercedes Sosa & Victor Heredia

£70 weekend, £20 Friday, £30 Saturday, £30 Sunday

Robert Plant, Buzzcocks, Roy Harper, Inspiral
Carpet, Shed Seven and many more

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
st
Sunday 21 September (£16)
Gary Numan

Twickenham Stadium
rd
th
Saturday/Sunday 23 /24 August (£35/£75)

The Rolling Stones

Barbican
st
Sunday 21 September (£11/£22.50)
Steve Earl, Dick Guaghan, Karen Casey

also Wembley Arena
th
Friday 29 August (£Sold Out)
th
Monday 15 September (£45/£150)

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
rd
Tuesday 23 September (£17.50)
Fun Loving Criminals

The Garage, Highbury & Islington
th
Tuesday 26 August (£9)
Black Keys

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Wednesday 24 September (£17.50)
Linda Lewis

100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Thursday 28 August (£17.50)
Mick Taylor

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Thursday 25 September (£23.50)
Craig David

Tate Modern
st
Monday 1 September (£TBA)
P J Harvey

Royal Festival Hall
th
Thursday 25 September (£27.50)
David Sylvian

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
rd
Wednesday 3 September (£16.50)
Gillian Welch

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Thursday 25 September (£16.50)
Sam Brown

Wembley Arena
th
Thursday 4 September (£32.50)
Ozzy Osbourne

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Saturday 27 September (£17.50)
The Cramps

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Tuesday 9 September (£19.50)
The Incredible String Band

Royal Albert Hall
th
Saturday 27 September (£20/£35)
The Isley Brothers

Cabot Hall
th
Wednesday 10 September (£12.50)
Dave Edmunds

Wembley Arena
th
th
Saturday/Sunday 27 /28 September (£42.50)
Santana

Robertsbridge, East Sussex
th
Sunday 14 September
Martyn Harvey’s Birthday Bash
SEE PAGE 14 FOR DETAILS

The Garage, Highbury & Islington
nd rd
Thursday/Friday 2 /3 October (£14.50)
Stiff Little Fingers

Underworld, Camden Town
th
Sunday 14 September (£10)
Quireboys

HEMSBY (See page 2)

Royal Albert Hall
th
th
Sunday/Monday 14 /15 September (£27.50/£30)
Dixie Chicks

Hammersmith Apollo
st
Friday 21 November (£30/£40/£50)
Ray Charles
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contain himself. “That is Johnny Halliday’s son!”
sure enough, there could be no mistake, he
looked the spitting image of his father.

Birthday greetings go out to the 'Tales From The
Woods' subscriber with the plush W1 address,
Nadine, who lives just ten minutes walk from both
the 100 Club and the King and Queen. Despite
this, she has still yet to make an appearance at
th
the latter, maybe October 10 will change all that.
th
In the meantime, happy birthday for August 16 .
At the other extreme, that Stornoway gal, Clair, up
there in those beautiful western isles will, no
th
doubt, on August 29 be legless in the company
of friends and family in the wildest bar in town,
The Clachan. Sorry I can’t be with you but have a
great time.
In case we are late hitting the news stands next
month (us, late? Surely not? What are you trying
to say, illustrious editor? – H) big birthday
greetings in advance to Martyn Harvey, veteran
'Tales From The Woods' contributor/subscriber
who will be celebrating the big SIX ZERO with a
big bash in Robertsbridge, East Sussex. See
page 14 for all the details.

The next gang meet up will be on Friday 29th
August, at the Shakespeare, Holborn. Urn
left out of Holborn Tube Station, walk
approximately 50 yards and the pub is on the
left. Be there from 18:45 hours onwards.
Depart for a meal at approx. 20:15. Hope to
see as many of you as possible.

During a recent trip to Paris, yours truly was
somewhat bemused to be confronted by mug
shots of the French King of Rock'n'Roll (or the
King of Cheesy French Rock'n'Roll depending on
the view you wish to take); I speak, of course, of
Johnny Halliday. On the side of buses, billboards,
metro tunnels and trains and adorning every
major record shop window.

What a fantastic turn out we had at the King and
Queen on the occasion of 'Tales From The
Woods' veteran contributor and Hall of Fame
winner, Hardrock Bunter’ birthday bash. I’d like to
take this opportunity to thank everyone for
supporting us (and him). This was our second
presentation and it was an even bigger success
than before. Over fifty heads were counted
coming and going during the course of the
evening.

Once inside, huge cardboard cutouts of the
French Elvis along with CD box sets stacked high.
Sympathetic lighting and photography allows the
Gaelic Rocker to look like Sting’s younger brother.
Apart from his record company giving the old boy
a big push he has a well-received movie out,
which is a remake of ‘Strangers On A Train’. No
matter where you went in the French capital there
was no escape from him.

Darren Vidler, the country’s leading expert on
British Rock'n'Roll/skiffle etc and yours truly will be
th
sharing a bash together on Friday October 10 .
The only difference this time is that we will be
providing excellent live music. True blues guitarist
Rev Richard John will be taking time out from his
busy schedule to play for us (see back page for
further details). So let’s get even bigger with this
one. Remember, the better we do, the more we
can do.

Old friend of 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board Moroccan film director (now residing and
working in France) Fouad Mikrat met us for lunch
at a long established artisan restaurant a short
walk from the opera. Once a hang-out for Dadaist,
Bauhaus, Surrealists etc, to this day very much a
magnet for off-centre writers and intellectuals (I
would suggest much in keeping with 'Tales From
The Woods').

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available in annual form
only at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

Walking to the eatery I mentioned to Fouad how,
during the entire weekend, there had been no
escaping Halliday. Once inside and seated my
companion gazed across to where a young man
surrounded by a group of friends sat at a table
adjacent to the window and began to chuckle
loudly. Curious at his sudden outburst of
amusement I asked what had caused this
merriment. “Over there,” he pointed, hardly able to

'Tales From The Woods' contributor and the
country’s finest expert on all things British (skiffle
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and Rock'n'Roll), Darren Vidler, advises the hot
line that Micky Ashman, Lonnie Donegan’s
original bass player is giving a talk on his life on
th
28 August at the Pump House in Watford.
Thanks for letting us know Darren. See you there.

STOP PRESS
Sam Phillips R.I.P.
1923 - 2003
Full obituary next issue
Acknowledgements
Editor – Keith Woods
Rumblings – Ken Major
Page 3, The Buzz – Keith Woods

At the time of going to press, we hear that the
Eurostar train has broken the speed record for
British tracks over the new stretch of line, now
near completion in the county of Kent. The train
reached a top speed of 208 m.p.h. although the
driver admitted on television news that he could
have gone faster had he been allowed.

Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Mr Angry – John Howard
Terry & Wild Ones – Tony Papard
Chicago Blues – Dave Thomas

Not bad, but it pales into insignificance alongside
the French TGV (Train Grand Vitesse) which
reached a speed of 320.2 m.p.h. (or 515 k.p.h. in
th
foreign money) on 18 May 1990 which still
stands as the official world train speed record.
th
The Japanese claim that on the 12 December
1997 their AP train reached a speed of 329 m.p.h.
which has never been substantiated. Also it was a
maglev unit, not travelling on conventional tracks
so would not be accepted even if it was proved
officially.

Dull World – Tony Papard
Book Review – Neil Foster
Only Make Believe – Neil Foster
August Amnesia – Lee Wilkinson
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
CD/Show Reviews – Brian Clark
The Funkster – The Funkster
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe

rd

It is worth remembering that on the 3 July 1938 a
British steam locomotive set the world speed
record of 126 m.p.h. which stood for many years
until the French electric locomotive Mistral
comfortably beat it. However, The Mallard retains
the record for steam traction.

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris
Website – FatBellyPeat
Sore Fingers – ‘H’


A Mallard

The Mallard







If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

All aboard!

Keith Woods
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presents an
Editorial Board Birthday Party
Friday 10th October 2003
The King and Queen, Foley Street

(private upstairs room)
With

Rev Richard
John
Real blues performed both solo and acoustic
Kick off from 19:00 until 23:00
Rev Richard John will commence his performance at approximately 20:45.

Free buffet
Come along to a joint birthday celebration for editor Keith Woods and 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor Darren Vidler, the country’s leading expert on British
Rock'n'Roll/skiffle etc.
The last presentation at The King and Queen was impressive indeed; numbers not only
exceeded the April function but also expectations. We are getting bigger and better all the
time, so let’s go one better this time. Remember, the better we do, the more we can do.
As usual you are more than welcome to bring along your own audio tapes to delight the
assembled throng. We look forward to yet another great night.
Turn right out of Goodge Street tube station, walk just a few yards and turn right into
Goodge Street. Walk about 150 yards before turning right into Cleveland Street where you
will soon find Foley Street on the left. The King and Queen will be found on the corner.

Keith Woods
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